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Shops are listed alphabetically by location.

Pennsylvania
Beaver Springs ....................... 6
Antique Thimble Needlearts
Bedford .................................. 7
Sewing Solutions
Biglerville ............................ 15
Boyer Nurseries & Orchard
Blairsville ............................... 7
Country Quilts & Fabric
Bridgeville ............................. 8
Kid Ewe Knot
Brodheadsville ..................... 10
Grapevine Antiques
Brookville .............................. 6
Heirloom Quilting
Camp Hill ............................ 11
Half  Moon Handwerks
Chambersburg..................... 14
Sassy Pants Quilt Shop
Connellsville .......................... 7
Youghiogheny Yarns
Donegal ................................. 7
Old General Store
Dunbar .................................. 7
Fiber Festival
Ebensburg ............................. 6
Creative Fabrics & Quilt Shop
Emlenton ............................... 3
Amazing Stitches
Erie .......................................  3
Kelly’s Sewing Center
Hanover ............................... 15
Danner’s Bernina Shoppe
Harmony ............................... 9
Amy Baughman Sew & Quilt
Intercourse .......................... 10
The Old Candle Barn
Johnstown .............................. 6
Schraders Fabrics by Barb
The Quilt Peddler
Kutztown ............................. 11
Brubakers Quilts
Meyersdale ............................ 7
The Sewing Box
Milford ................................. 11
Quilt Show
Mt Pleasant ........................... 7
Old General Store
South Park ............................. 8
The Leaning Bucket

West Virginia
Elkins .................................... 4
Elkins Sewing Center
Fairmont ................................ 4
May Quilt Show
Marlinton ............................... 4
Sunflower Fabrics
Martinsburg .......................... 5
All About Fabric
Morgantown .......................... 5
A & J Sewing Studio
Country Roads Quilt Shop
Stitch Morgantown
Princeton ............................... 5
The Sewing Gallery
Reedsville .............................. 5
Eleanor’s Quilts & Fabrics

             Out of State
Augusta ME ........................ 13
Saltbox Primitives
Dover  DE............................ 12
Delaware Sewing
Endicott  NY ....................... 12
Patchwork Angels Quilt Shop
Mt Airy MD ......................... 13
Quilt Show
Newark DE ......................... 13
Blue Hen Quilt Shop
Pedricktown  NJ .................. 13
Heart Felt Designs
Wilmington DE ................... 12
Sew What
Wooster OH ........................ 16
Quilt Show

Stroudsburg ......................... 10
American Ribbon
Towanda .............................. 10
Sue’s Quilt Creations
Transfer ................................. 8
DJ’s Greenhouse
Waymart .............................. 11
Ladore Retreat/Conference Ctn
York ..................................... 14
Snyder’s Sewing Center
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EMLENTON - ERIE

Events Listing
See shop & show ads for complete details.
Events Listing
See shop & show ads for complete details.
Events Listing

June

1-8/31  Row by Row - Sewing Gallery, Princeton WV ............................................... 5
20-24 Customer Celebration - Half  Moon Handwerks, Camp Hill PA ............... 11
24, 25 Quilt Show - Milford Valley Quilters’, Milford PA ....................................... 11
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May
1-31 Bernina Event- A & J Sewing, Morgantown WV ........................................... 5
19, 20 Cookie Cruise - Sewing Solutions, Bedford PA .............................................. 7
19, 20 Cookie Cruise - Quilt Peddler, Johnstown PA ................................................ 6
20 Fiber Festival - Fayette County, Dunbar PA .................................................... 7
20, 21 Quilt Show - GFWC Womans Club, Fairmont WV ....................................... 4
27 Open House - Heart Felt Designs, Pedricktown NJ .................................... 13
27-29 Memorial Day Weekend Sale - Grapevine Antiques, Brodheadsville PA ..10
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611 Main Street
Emlenton, PA 16373

724-867-0880
Open M, W, Th, F 10 -5

and Tues 10-1

www.AmazingStitches.net

Quilt Shop with – 
fabric, patterns, thread, 

kits, notions, craft corner and more!

EMPORIUM and
 QUILT SHOP

Village West #15
3330 West 26th St.
Erie, PA 16506
(814) 838-7158

Hours: Tues 10am–7pm
Wed–Fri 10am–5pm • Sat 10am–3pm

Stop by to get your limited edition
“Erie City Stamp Panel” 

sold exclusively at 
Kelly’s Sewing Corner 

in 18x21 and 6x7 sizes.

Mention this ad get

10% OFF
Can’t be combined with other discounts

inding Lo e In he Mourning Do es
    by Kerri Habben Bosman

One reason I like to write these articles is to
remind myself  what is important. They force
me to keep digging until I reach what I want
to express. Sometimes I have to push aside a
lot of  details to achieve that. It is then that I
realize once again how much time is spent on
the minutia of  living.

I don’t mean basic maintenance like grocery
shopping and doing laundry. These tasks and
others like them can become quietly sacred in
their own way just by being grateful for having
enough. There is much to be said for being dedicated to what needs to be done. It is
when all the details begin gelling that I consciously slow down. If  I didn’t, I might
forget that simply being alive is a precious gift. For underneath all that accumulated
moss is still the rock itself. A core each of  us have that makes us who we are.

Perhaps this introspection is why watching the birds is so relaxing. They, too, have
details to tend to, but they never seem in a hurry. My husband, Wayne, and I enjoy
seeing them land upon the feeder, from the tiny finches to the bigger blue jay. The
chickadee always draws our attention. A male cardinal upon the top of  the crook
gleams endlessly red, and we find his arrival better than anything we’d ever see on
television.

Then there are the birds that feed upon the ground. Each year we have an Eastern
towhee couple arrive in the spring. Papa Towhee is striking in his black overcoat, and
Mama elegant in her simplicity. When the robins start to appear, it is an extra special
day.

But my favorite bird is the mourning dove. Since I was child, I’ve valued the even
coo and steady pace of  this bird. Usually there are two of  them together and sometimes
three. They either fly off  in one sudden moment or one ascends and the others follow.

It is both their immense calm and their sudden energy that inspires me. Each bird
gently strolls upon the ground, eating until it has gathered enough to fill its capacity.
When it is indeed time to fly, they take off  with a deliberate and passionate trill.

They never bother any of  the other birds and even a nearby squirrel twice its size
doesn’t cause them to change their path. They just quietly go about the business of
gathering as if  they know exactly where the next morsel is waiting. A pastel iridescent
light glimmers off  their feathers whenever they are in the sun. It is then that they seem
transformed. One moment they are seemingly drab and the next they are shining.

I try to go about my days and my tasks in a way similar to a mourning dove, ideally
with an even pace wherein somehow everything gets done. I haven’t perfected this
bird’s graceful motions in changing course. I slip into a flutter and then catch myself.
Yet, there have been pivotal moments in my life when I knew exactly what I had to do
and how to do it.

I apply the most important lesson from the mourning doves in how I am with other
people. For all our different personalities and paths, everyone can feel gray and drab
once in a while. Especially when life’s details could overwhelm us. So, I try to draw out
a bit of  light to remind people that they truly shine. Which brings me back to why I
write these articles. There is always the increased self-awareness, but being able to
share with you and others is part of  what keeps me steadfast.

And of  course, there is always remembering the mourning doves.

-Kerri Habben Bosman is a writer in Chapel Hill, NC. She can be reached at
913jeeves@gmail.com.

Life on My arm  Bree y Manor
by Donna Jo Copeland farmeress, fiber artist

amily Values And

I realize not every lady embraces being a livestock
farmeress in her mid-70s. It is a hard and lonely life with
two certainties--if  something goes wrong, it's my fault, if
something goes right its dumb luck. And I have enjoyed
plenty of both.

My city bachelor brothers are lining up to change my life.
At our last family dinner, it was presented to me that I

needed to sell out, move into assisted living where I could
sit all day, watch TV and tell stories to others. They neglected
to realize I would slit my wrists that first day.

I do understand it's hard for families to comprehend life
styles outside the box. They mean well. And I'm sure others
like me are having these conversations. But "we" hang on,
endure, find love, passion and adventure in our own way.

A dear friend, Penny, who is 15 years younger, gave me
the best advice-- when I no longer feel the love and
contentment from my barn, animals, garden and loom, it will be time to move. Ok, in
20 years I might be ready.

What families don't understand is how much better, easier our lives would be with a
bit of  physical help, a good word, some encouragement. Alas, even my own children
and grandchildren basically ignore me.

Never thought of  myself  as a white haired warioress but here I am killing it!
A couple years ago I did the ancestors DNA thing--Scottish, Welsh and Irish. Makes

me a wee bit stubborn, hard headed, farm orientated and artistic. Also leads me to
believe my brothers were adopted or dropped off  by gypsies.

Like the old looms and spinning wheels, I use, I have strength, use and delight. As
my hands caress the old lumber, follow old paths in wool spinning and pattern work,
my ancestors smile in the shadows. Weaving on Lady Mary in the loom house, sunshine
over my shoulder, sheep grazing outside the window, dogs sleeping by the lion us my
idea of  a perfect day. As is cleaning the barn or weeding my gardens.

Spring shearing is done, now I have boxes of  fresh fleeces to skirt, wash, dye, spin...
Create! That's the really fun part--assessing what my sheep have grown, then letting
the fiber tell me what it wants to become.

In my over 50 years of  fiber work, I have learned a valuable lesson--listen to the
fiber. Let it tell you what it wants to become. Following this path, I have never been
disappointed. Of  course, when several fleeces talk at once I am bound to listen, ready
for creation. That's how I wind up with over 100 WIPS, works in progress. And I
confess I am a starter not a particularly diligent finisher. There are a few unfinished
sweaters in my basket of  voting age. One day...

Since this article is for May and June my dye gardens will be giving me fabulous gifts
of  color on those freshly washed and spun fleeces. The wonders of  Mother Nature
never cease to amaze me. A flower, some leaves, berries, roots or bark and you have
awesome color! Every dyepot is visited by Dye Fairies who add their own magic and
hue. Taking the lid off  those pits is like opening presents, always surprising.

I stand in my yard and marvel at the treasures there beneath my bare feet.
We of  today owe so much to those ancient souls who herded sheep, laboriously

turning their wool into clothing. Going further down a fiber path, they discovered dye
plants.

That excitement, adventure, joy lives today in this Maven of  the Wool, Crone of
Ancient Arts. A wool journey which begins anew with each fleece and dyepot, every
single day. I am blessed.

--Donna Jo Copeland writes from her farm, Breezy Manor, Mooresville, Indiana where she
tends her flock and creates art from the wool. Being the 14th generation of  farm owner/

operator, Donna Jo brings alive the struggles of  farm life.

Bree y Manor arm ecipe

*Submitted by Donna Jo Copeland, Farmeress at Breezy Manor Farm.
  See her article in this edition for what’s happening on her farm.

Mom’s eally Quick De iled ggs

12 hard-boiled eggs, peeled, sliced long ways
Put the yolks in a bowl, mash well with a fork, add a dash of  salt and
pepper. Mix in enough prepared mustard, she used French’s, to let the
yolks stick together, add 1/2 teaspoon of  cider vinegar, mix well. Fill egg
whites, then sprinkle paprika over the top.

We grew up on these for Sunday dinner and in the farm fields in the s
I still make them

ree
Pattern

For more fun and creative inspiration visit:  www.JacquelynneSteves.com

Free Embroidery Pattern –
May not be sold or used for
commercial purposes. Use
this pattern for embroidery,
wool applique, punch needle
or rug hooking, painted
projects or whatever your
imagination can dream up!
Reduce or enlarge pattern as
desired.

KISSed Quilts
Zen Gardens

by Marlene Oddie

When I first started designing for Island Batik, I did a
quilt called Woven Braid. I revisited that design recently
with slightly different value colorations and using the new
Zen Chic collection from Island Batik. The Zen Garden
quilt emerged!

This quilt is made by two colorations of  the same block.
It starts with the first six logs being exactly the same fabrics.
Then the blocks are split into two groups and each group
gets their own fabrics (similar values but different prints)
for the remaining logs. Each block is sort of  a quarter of  a
log cabin block and the center is not the lightest value. By
alternating the block colorations there is more interest to the eye. There are also lots
of  opportunities for other settings of  the blocks.

The quilting is ‘Jessica’s Ginkgo’ pantograph from Urban Elementz that was inspired
by the gingko print in one of  the fabrics.

The pattern includes yardages and directions for five quilt sizes.
Island Batik has created this beautiful Zen Chic collection. The fabric collection has

beautiful shades of  green and purple and some mixed color prints as well. It is shipping
now.

Ask for this collection and new pattern at your local quilt shop or find the pattern
on my website.

-Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts com) is an engineer by education project manager by

When I was a student at a Pennsylvania
state teachers' college preparing to
become a public-school art teacher, the
basic courses in art blew my mind.
Although in all my young life I had been
interested in drawing, etc., I had never
learned about some basics of  color and
design.

Our color and design teacher, Miss
Skinner, was sadly nearly blind and wore bottle-thick glasses. Eccentric, she was,
nevertheless, a wonderful teacher. At least, she was to me personally because she opened
my eyes to the vast world of  color and design.

For example, the best lesson I experienced in her class greatly expanded my concept
of  the world of  color.

This was the lesson:
Step one: Choose two primary tempera paint colors plus black and white. From

those four colors (keeping in mind that black is the combination of  all colors and
white is the absence of  color), we were to mix one hundred colors, painting each
mixture in a swatch on sturdy art paper. It didn't take long to have mixed and painted
seventy-five colors, the point at which I stopped, having learned the subtleties of
color. (I was sure that Miss Skinner wouldn't count my color swatches.)

Step two: Using the resulting swatches, make several three-by-five-inch posters by
cutting and pasting snippets of  those swatches into pleasing abstract designs. Then,
arrange those small posters in good design and order on eighteen-by-twenty-four-
inch poster boards using the "rules" of  design about which we were learning.

Our teacher lined up all the finished poster boards on the chalk tray of  the blackboard
to critique each and every one...good and bad.

In that one lesson, I learned to compare good and bad designs and better understand
the wonderful subtleties of  color. Color became a dominant piece of  the art world to
me in that one exercise.

Later in my life, when planning a quilt, to my mind, choosing the colors of  the fabric
were the best part of  the project. Color. Selecting paint for the walls of  our various
homes was most important. Color. I became addicted to color in everything in my
life...even to the cars we bought through the years.

Fast forward to the move my daughter and I made from Pennsylvania to Florida.
Did you know that most of  the cars and trucks in Florida are white? It's disturbing,

to say the least!

–Gayle Cranford writes from her home in new Florida, having recently relocated from Pennsyl-
vania with her daughter. She enjoys spending time with her daughter, grand daughter and new

friends in Florida.

Memories & Happenings
Color by Gayle Cranford

Wit and Wisdom
Born Patriotic

I think I was born patriotic. It may have
something to do with being born on June
14th, Flag Day. I have always liked having
a birthday in June. Usually the sun is shining
and the weather is nice. As a child, my
birthday always lined up with the end of  the school year and the beginning of  summer
vacation. Also, having a birthday on a day when people fly their flags, just adds to the
celebration!

As a second grade teacher, I was glad to be a part of  our school’s traditional Flag
Day program. Teaching the children patriotic songs, poems, and the history of  our
flag, was a joy and a privilege. There is nothing more joyful than seeing children marching
around the auditorium carrying their own American flag. There is nothing more
emotional than seeing children hold hands on the risers and lift them together in unity
as they sing about seeing their flag, their country’s flag and knowing they are not alone.
I guess I am just an overly sentimental person.

When I think of  how our country began, why people came here, the goals of  our
founding fathers, and the price that has been paid for our freedom, I am filled with
awe and with pride. I am also saddened by the lack of  understanding and appreciation
of  these things by some of  our population. I think we all could use a lesson in patriotism.

Memorial Day is a day that I think many don’t understand. Growing up, those older
than me called it Decoration Day. This is a day set aside to remember and honor those
who gave the ultimate sacrifice, their lives, for our country. Graves are decorated with
flags, names are read, speeches are made, parades take place. As a young person in the
high school marching band, the biggest impression made on me, was when we marched
single file to the somber tap, tap, tap on the snare drum, as we silently entered and
made our way through the cemetery. Then as we stood in somber silence, the names
were read, rifle shots fired, taps were played. We got it. We knew. We appreciated it.

Now Memorial Day has been moved from the traditional May 30th, to a Monday at
the end of  May. This makes a three day weekend, for traveling, camping, and picnics.
It takes away from the somber remembrance of  those who fought and sacrificed. The
parade in our town no longer takes us through the cemetery. The young band members
march to the library lawn and then up the street to the VFW. Yes, the names are read,
the rifles are fired, and the taps are played. But the somber march through the cemetery
has been deleted. Only a handful of  people show up in the cemeteries. Only a handful
of  people seem to care. I am thankful for the faithful few. What will happen when they
are gone?

It is not just Memorial Day that people don’t understand or remember. July 4th is
not just a day for fireworks and picnics. It is the day we remember as the signing of
our Declaration of  Independence, when we declared our freedom as a country, no
longer to be controlled as a colony. Veteran’s Day is the day to honor and recognize
our veterans – those who have served in the service and protection of  our country. I
have never understood why many get this day off  from work or school. It seems to me
that the veterans are the ones who should have this day off  from work and be honored
on this day in some way. I have been happy to see that many restaurants honor veterans
on this day.

We should never stop teaching and practicing patriotism. We need to teach the history
of  our country and to understand what it means to be a citizen of  this great land. I
think it is our responsibility. I may be a little old fashioned and I know I am a lot
patriotic.

God Bless America, land that I love.
Stand beside her and guide her
Through the night with the light from above.
From the mountains to the prairies,
To the oceans white with foam
God bless America, my home sweet home.

By Irving Berlin

- Roxanne Ferguson is a retired elementary school teacher. She lives with her husband, Perry, in
northern New York State on what is known as the Tug Hill Plateau. They are the parents of

three grown daughters and seven grandchildren. She enjoys writing, gardening, music, and is
active in her church and community. Roxanne has recently taken on the position of  historian for

the town of  Boylston. (For information on books by this author, please contact her at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com.)

Life in Skunk Hollow     by Julie A. Druck

Sometimes it’s really hard to find the right
greeting card. In anticipation of  Mother’s Day, I
find myself, once again, trekking to the stationery
store for a card that honestly relays my sentiments
for my mother. And, as usual, I come home
frustrated because nothing is right.

The celebration of  Mother’s Day has always been
a little bittersweet for me. On one hand, I love the
day as I anticipate and appreciate the sweet
sentiments that my children always extend to me.
Whether a card, a gift or simply a little text with
big love behind it, I know that I am loved. On the
other hand, I struggle mightily to find some way to express my feelings to my own
mother.

Though it’s unnecessary to go into specifics, Mom and I have always had a difficult
relationship. And though the relationship hasn’t been what I would have liked, it’s
important to me to figure out how it looks for me to honor her. Learning how to “do”
our relationship has been a continual process of  compassion and perseverance (on
both sides, I’m sure). But I’ve discovered that one major part of  that process for me
has to be to choose gratitude - to look for things within our relationship for which I
can be thankful. Choosing gratitude helps me to fight against bitterness or resentment.
And gratitude reminds me to acknowledge my own inadequacies and failures. It helps
keep the playing field level.

One of  the simple things for which I am thankful about my mom is the love and
knowledge of  plants and flowers that she passed on to me. When she was younger,
Mom kept many beds of  lovely flowers about the yard. I would help her tend them,
and she would teach me the names and their habits. Even today, she still loves to line
her windowsills with houseplants. Those learning times cultivated in me a love of  the
beauty of  nature. And as a result, I am passing down that same knowledge to our little
granddaughter who has inherited our green thumb.

An even bigger thing for which I am thankful is that my relationship with my mom
made me very intentional about how I wanted my own family to look. It seems strange,
but sometimes what we learn from others is what not to do. My strong desire to pour
into our children a heritage of  love and faith came about because I was determined
that I wanted a different relationship with my own children.  I am immensely proud of
the three good men we have raised. And I have often wondered if  I would have been
as diligent or as intentional in the raising of  them if  I would have had a more desirable
childhood.

And so, I will continue this journey of  seeking to honor my mom because she’s
worth honoring. It’s tricky at times, and I’ve been tempted to give up but I am
determined to continue to choose to be thankful for our relationship. For I’ve discovered
that even if  you can’t find the right card in the store, you can always choose to write
your own.

--Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d
welcome your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.

Another View of Mother’s Day

by Roxanne J. Ferguson

Wit  Wisdom     by  Roxanne J. Ferguson

I love gardening.   There is nothing
more fulfilling than putting a seed into
the ground and watching it sprout and
grow.  Maybe it is the witnessing of  the
miracle of  life that excites me.  Whether
it is the nurturing of  an indoor plant or
hoeing a row of  vegetables, the feeling
is the same.

I think my fascination with growing
things comes from my grandparents on both sides of  the family.  My paternal
grandmother gardened and had a porch full of  houseplants.  In her outdoor garden I
remember the garlic, the beautiful columbine, and clematis.  My maternal grandmother
had nice African violets and a big indoor fern. Outside were peonies, dahlias, gladiolas,
and a garden full of  vegetables.

My interest in gardening started early.  There is a picture of  me as a three or four
year old digging potatoes with my maternal grandparents, Grandma with a scarf  on
her head, Grandpa with a hoe in his hands.

When my husband and I were first married, we started gardening with my
grandparents.  I suppose we thought we were helping them, but they helped us, teaching
us how to plant, tend, and harvest the right way, at the right time.  We bought our first
tiller, moved up on the farm, and have been gardening ever since.

As our children came along, they joined in on the gardening, learning to love the
land as we did and how to live off  what we grew.  My first born daughter called her
great grandparents Grandma and Grandpa Hoe, a name that came from the activity
we did the most with them, gardening.  My middle daughter loved to eat onions at an
early age.  She also would eagerly remove Japanese beetles from berry bushes, a penny
for each bug!  I cherish a picture of  my grandfather with my youngest child.  It shows
her toddling through the raspberry bushes, with a berry bucket in her hands (and
probably a purple berry-stained face!)

As they got older, my daughters always knew there would be three rows of  green
beans in the garden, one row for each of  them to pick.  Then we would sit, under the
big shady red maple tree and snip beans, along with great grandma and great grandpa,
for as long as they were able.

Now, I garden with my grandchildren.  They love to plant seeds and cover them
with dirt.  Sometimes seeds are put where I might not have planned, but that’s alright!
They will bloom where they are planted!

This spring, we planted corn together, along with several other things.  As I showed
them how to place onions in a row two by two, my grandson asked, “Why do you plant
them this way?”

I answered, “That’s how my grandma taught me.”  That is the best and only reason
I could come up with.  Just like knowing that I should put 5 or 6 seeds to a hill of  corn.

For the same reason I put a row of  zinnias at the end of  the garden.  I can still hear
my grandfather tease, “You can’t eat flowers”!

We would sprinkle radish seeds in with the carrots.  Radishes always come up quicker
than carrots, so they help mark the row and can be pulled early.  Grandpa would
always say to plant a dozen tomato plants.  “If  they do well, that’s enough.  If  they do
poorly, that’s enough.”

Grandma would always put in Black – seeded Simpson leaf  lettuce.  We planted
green beans, but a row of  yellow wax beans, because Grandpa said they were easier to
see and pick.  We would plant red potatoes and white potatoes; we planted the pumpkins
with the corn, and grew dill with the cucumbers.  So many traditions.  I have kept
some of  the old ways, but have added some of  my own preferences, but I continue to
garden.  Best of  all, I delight in watching my adult daughters enjoying flower and
vegetable gardening at their own homes. I guess I love gardening because I love to
help things grow.  That includes children and grandchildren.  Fresh air, clean dirt,
green plants, good conversation, lessons of  life, working together, making memories.
Gardening is a family tradition.

-For information on books by the authors of  this column, please contact them at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com

Garden raditions
Wit  Wisdom

    by Roxanne J. Ferguson

I’m not sure what I like best about spring…..the
chirping of  birds in the morning, the chorus of
“peepers” in the evening, the bursting forth of  bright
green leaves from budded trees, or the parade of
springtime flowers as they each take their turn to smile
at the sun.   They are all refreshing to the soul.

I guess I am most captivated and amazed at the
persistence of  springtime flowers, so fragile, yet so
strong.   Little white snowdrops brave the last days of
winter by poking their heads through the remaining
covering of  snow.   Following their example, purple, pink, and yellow crocuses dot the
newly uncovered flowerbeds and lawn.   Soon after, bright daffodils with trumpet-like
blossoms play a fanfare of  yellow, announcing that spring is really here.   Graceful
tulips appear in an array of  colors, along with fragrant hyacinths, giving their blessing
on a new season. If  only each variety would come and stay, but they come at their
appointed time, grace us with their presence and beauty, and then step back for the
next flower to have its turn to shine.

On a walk through the fields and woods, I was greeted by violets of  different shades
of  purple, pink, and white.   A shy yellow bell-shaped blossom of  the trout lily tried to
hide but its spotted leaves gave it away.   Deep red trilliums with their ballerina skirts
danced among the woodland trees. Even the wetlands were alive with the bright yellow
blossoms of  marsh marigolds, also known as cowslips.

Another spring flower that I enjoy and that appears in abundance is the dandelion.
I love to see the lawn carpeted in yellow.   Unfortunately, my husband does not love
them as I do and mows them off  without a bit of  regret.   Lucky for me, they are
persistent and reappear soon!

I think what impresses me about spring flowers is that they come up every year,
often in less than ideal weather.   They poke their heads through snow, soil, around
rocks, rain or shine.   And when they have worked through all this, they stretch their
leaves, open their blossoms and display a beautiful flower for the world to enjoy.   They
fulfill their purpose.

In life, we too have seasons.   Sometimes it is hard to push through difficult times,
but we know we have to.   We stretch; we grow.   We have both rain and sun in our lives.
If  we persevere, we blossom.   We become the person God created us to be.   Hopefully
we bring beauty into the world, touch lives, make a difference, and make the world a
better place.

“See how the lilies of  the field grow.   They do not labor or spin.   Yet I tell you that
not even Solomon in all his splendor was dressed like one of  these…If  that is how
God clothes the grass of  the field…will he not much more clothe you of  little faith?”
(Matthew 6:28-30)

-For information on books by the authors of  this column, please contact them at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com

he Beauty of Blooming
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GFWC Womans Club of Fairmont presents:

May Quilt Show
May 20 & 21

300 First Street Fairmont, WV 26554

Show Website: 
tinyurl.com/u9rszz3s

Contact Tina at 304.373.4654 for
Quilt Submission Form

(681) 318-0767
Hours - Mon, Tue, Wed 10-4 & Sat 10-2
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Like us on Facebook: Sunflower Fabrics LLC

It doesn't take an acre of  land to make a glorious
garden. In fact, any space will do. A small patio is
an ideal spot for a container garden. So is a porch
or balcony. You just need a little planning and
imagination.

Personalize Your Container Garden
One of  the best parts about container gardens

is that the containers themselves become part of  the landscape. So you can really
personalize your space with unique shapes, colors, and sizes before you even put any
plants in. From wine crates to old boots, get creative and let the containers reflect your
style, your region or your sense of  humor. For a more symmetrical look, use a variety
of  shapes and sizes of  containers, and be sure to contrast your plants for color and
interest.

What to Plant In Your Containers
First you need to consider what look you want. Are you interested in something

vibrant, dramatic or soothing? Succulents, perennials and annuals all work well. Even
vegetables are a good choice. Keep in mind that you want to choose plants that thrive
in like soil, watering and light conditions to have a successful, easy to care for container
garden.

Switching the Looks Around
You will no doubt want to enjoy your container garden all year long. So, when the

seasons change, you can too. Simply shift around some containers, add or subtract
different plants (use daffodils and tulips in the spring and mums in the fall), and
suddenly everything looks brand new for a fresh, colorful look. If  you choose to get a
little bold, you can try a few hanging containers, put flower boxes on your railings,
even plug in a tabletop fountain. Your imagination is the only limit to how you can
transform your small space with a container garden.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

Decorate the smallest of spaces with containers
Container Gardening for Small Spaces

One spring day years ago, I trotted home from
school to tell my mother that my friend, Betty
Lou, would not be available on the weekend. She
had announced to our play group that her mother
was beginning spring cleaning. She made it sound
like a national holiday. It would be massive work,
she said. In addition to the customary washing,
dusting, and vacuuming, her mother insisted on
ironing all the family bedding. Huh?

All of  us friends gasped at this revelation.
Looking around, it was clear that no one else
was ironing sheets and pillowcases. Wasn’t it enough to fold them properly? No. As
Betty Lou explained the intricacies of  ironing a fitted sheet, we gaped at each other.
Clearly, we were all in the same boat (or bed), sleeping on wrinkled sheets that could
never match the crispness of  bedding ironed by Betty Lou and her mother.

Our group dispersed with businesslike speed to inform our mothers of  this flaw in
their housekeeping. True, we kids had mandated chores but never attached a name to
them. They just translated to “allowance”. We did our chores and earned enough
money to go to the local Dairy Queen and buy a “Dilly Bar” or – if  we performed an
extra task – we could splurge and gorge ourselves on a sundae with two toppings –
three if  the owner was feeling generous.

Thoughts of  a sundae topped with hot fudge, marshmallow and caramel sauces still
makes my mouth water. Sadly, I have reached the age of  reason, waistline woes, and
dismal doctor lectures to keep me in line – most of  the time. But I digress.

My mother listened to my news. She then stated in the tone that she reserved for
Rules, Pronouncements, and Orders that she only purchased 100% cotton percale
sheets and they did not wrinkle. Also, that we didn’t wait until spring to thoroughly
clean the house. We cleaned all the time.

That part was certainly true. My sisters and I were kept busy cleaning our two-story
house year ‘round. In fact, vivid memory of  falling down the length of  the staircase
along with the broom is the single reason my husband and I purchased a one-story
house.

However, the truth was that my mother did make spring cleaning an event. My job
was always cleaning the linen closet. This meant ensuring that the sheets were stacked
by pattern, color and type: top sheets, bottom sheets, pillows, blankets. Folded sides
were to be ‘out’ so they looked like spines of  a book with a “title” facing the closet
door. Edges were to be hidden from view. Ditto for the towel cupboard. Guest sheets
and towels in a separate area.

I still follow this pattern today. Sometimes I think that it may be my heavenly destiny
to manage the linen closets while the other angels are out eating sundaes – with five
toppings (whipped cream and walnuts!)

Despite the drudgery to make everything clean and tidy, spring cleaning holds
cherished memories: Cheerfulness and satisfaction in jobs completed. Bonding by
working together. Helping each other with the lifting or carrying. Eating lunch together
and ticking off  the last tasks for the day. Laughing at lost things found. Agreeing on
things to be given away. Feeling pride that our house was in order. Hearing our dad
compliment us on a job well done. Realizing that – somehow – in spring cleaning, we
were safe, secure, blessed, and fortunate to have a home filled with love.

No, the sheets never got ironed. But loving hands smoothed them. And I still buy
only 100% cotton percale. Mom would be proud.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

by Barbara KalkisSpring Cleaning

We often wait to give gifts on special
days, such as birthdays, Christmas,
Hanukkah, and/or anniversaries. But
who doesn’t like to receive a little treat
“just because”? It can be just because
someone is a good friend, or just because
we want to let a loved one know how much he or she means to us.

The gift doesn’t have to be large or expensive – as the saying goes, it’s the thought
that counts. So, if  your sister likes candles, buy her one at the little gift store in town
and she’ll think of  you every time she lights it. If  your best friend loves chocolate, pick
up a special bar or box the next time you spot a chocolate shop. When she indulges,
she’ll think about what a great friend she has. How about a nice tin of  tea for your
mom? Again, the gift can be small, but extremely meaningful. Best of  all, the recipients
will know that you’re thinking about them and listening when they talk about the
things that bring them joy.

If  you’re not sure what to buy for one of  your favorite people, ask a salesperson for
help. Small local stores are treasure troves of  great advice when it comes to buying the
perfect something. If  your uncle likes fishing, they may be able to steer you to a box of
cookies shaped like fish, or a sign that declares, “I’d rather be fishing.”

Many of  our local mom and pop shops are hidden gems full of  the most unique and
special items. Even if  you don’t need to buy something at the moment, it’s fun to walk
around, chat with the owners and get ideas. One day, when in need of  a gift, something
they have might be the perfect thing. Or, someone else may mention needing a particular
present, and you can send them to the right place.

Gifting can be all about love and appreciation. It doesn’t have to be congratulatory
or obligatory, and it’s more fun to choose items at will. Next time you see a scarf  that
Aunt Betty might like, pick it up and give it to her right away. There’s no bad time to
receive a present.

-Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles for various publications across the
country. You can contact her at suebaldani@yahoo.com or through her website at

www.mywritingwall.com.

Gifting All ear Long     by Sue Baldani

A red bellied woodpecker persistently punctuated our pastoral peace with its
percussive ear-piercing pecking. Then I learned the truth: my husband was broadcasting
recorded tapping from speakers on our side deck to scare away the varieties of
woodpeckers ruining our trees!

Whether we like it all or not, sound is all around us. But hearing and listening are
not the same. Just as when we look, we don’t always see; when we listen, we do not
always hear. Hearing is involuntary, but true listening involves paying attention and
considering the words.

Post Covid, we have the opportunity and necessity to reconnect, refresh our
conversational skills and renew our friendships. The term “Listen Up!” came from
the military, a slang term meaning to listen carefully. But now moms and coaches find
it effective to encourage people to pay close attention. We too can UP our listening
skills.

University Professor Dr. Heather Holleman teaches these important skills in her
book The Six Conversations: Pathways to Connecting in an Age of  Isolation and
Incivility.

It’s a short read that needs to remain a handy reference. Holleman describes FOUR
MINDSETS in conversation. We can apply these ideas immediately. At our next coffee
shop date, we can be curious, believe the best in our guest, express concern, and
mirror back by sharing something related to the topic.

Can you imagine if  over your coffee conversation, you felt encouraged, knew more
about yourself  and your friend, and left marveling about something your friend pointed
out? Arriving at these THREE FRESH GOALS involves good questions. Dr.
Holleman points out SIX TYPES: Social, Emotional, Physical, Cognitive, Volitional,
and Spiritual.

If  your friend at the coffee shop is struggling to make a decision, Dr. Holleman
illustrates each. Try to match each question to the category above.

• How are you thinking about this decision?
• Is this decision becoming hard on your body?
• Who else can we loop into this conversation for advice?
• Can we pray and ask God for wisdom here?
• What emotions is this decision bringing up for you?
• Was that an easy choice? Or How did you decide to do that?

The end of  the book holds the biggest treasure:
I’m listing ten I enjoyed and can’t wait to try.

• What is one item you might keep forever?
• What is something you consider beautiful?
• What are three things that make you happy?
• What’s the kindest act you’ve ever witnessed?
• What is the first book you remember changing you somehow?
• What job would you be terrible at?
• What’s the story behind the longest you’ve ever gone without sleep?
• What’s something you didn’t want to do but were glad you did?
• What feels like “home” to you?
• What did you bring for show and tell as a child?

Now here’s two tougher questions of  my own: Can you remember the last time you
had a conversation where you felt truly fulfilled? Or can you remember a dialogue in
which you helped someone through your listening and questioning?

Listen Up! Let’s all try to have that type of  conversation today.

--C 2023 Ann Stewart -- Excerpts taken from The Six Conversations: Pathways to Connect-
ing in an Age of  Isolation and Incivility by Heather Holleman, October 2022

Ann’s Lo in’ we by Ann Stewart

Listen P

My face was as red as the strawberries I picked. By afternoon, my back ached, berry
juice stained my hands, and my throat felt parched. I wanted to quit. Just then my
father stopped by the berry field with a large chilled watermelon and cut a thick slice
for me. What a refreshing treat! That was more than fifty years ago. But whether
young or old, many enjoy the bright color and juicy sweetness of  watermelon. So,
from decorations to featured foods, let watermelon steal the show at your summer
par-TEAS.
For a casual party:

Enjoy an outdoor party in your yard, or transport your party to the park. Add pizzazz
to your table with colorful watermelon-themed paper plates and napkins. I’ve even
found watermelon-shaped candles and watermelon-print fabric that I sewed into a
tablecloth. Or let kids make watermelon paper placemats to add to the decor. Draw a
half-slice of  watermelon on white construction paper. Then let kids color the green
rind and red flesh with crayons or markers. Add black oval dots for seeds. Or buy a
white paper tablecloth for kids to decorate.

For the menu, here’s one idea: lemonade iced tea (see recipe), croissants filled with
ham and cheese, assorted garden vegetables, and watermelon slices. Once the half
slice of  watermelon is eaten, you’re left with a smiling rind and a smiling face. For
dessert, make “watermelon” cookies from your favorite sugar cookie or shortbread
recipe, but tint the dough light red. Roll out the dough, cut circles, and then cut the
circles in half. Press mini chocolate chips into each slice before baking.

After the cookies are baked and cooled, frost the round edges with green frosting
squeezed from a tube. These “watermelon slices” will add a sweet ending to your
meal.
For a fancy party:

A crisp white tablecloth with red or green napkins makes a striking table setting. For
a centerpiece, use half  a small watermelon and place it upside down on a plate. Then
make fruit kabob flowers by cutting watermelon and other fruits into flower shapes or
balls. Assemble them on skewers, and poke them into the watermelon half.

Or create a show stopper by carving a watermelon into a unique design. For our
daughter’s wedding, I cut long oval watermelons into scalloped baskets with handles
and filled them with fruit kabobs. To welcome our newborn granddaughter, I carved
a small watermelon into a baby buggy, poking in paper umbrellas for wheels, then
filled it with fruit salad. You could even carve your melon into a teapot. For these ideas
and more, go to www.watermelon.org (click on carvings).

Plan the menu around favorite tea foods, and finish with a frosty slice of
“watermelon” sherbet made from one of  these recipes.

1. Wrap the inside of  a medium-sized mixing bowl with plastic wrap. Spread a one-
inch layer of  green pistachio ice cream or lime sherbet to cover the entire inside surface
of  the bowl. Freeze until firm. Soften pink strawberry ice cream or raspberry sherbet
and mix in mini chocolate chips. Fill the green bowl with the ice cream or sherbet.
Freeze until firm. Before serving, thaw slightly, unmold, and cut “watermelon slices”
with a sharp knife dipped into warm water.

2. Cut a small, chilled honeydew melon in half  and remove the seeds. Fill each half
with raspberry sherbet and freeze it until firm. Cut each half  into slices or four to six
wedges. Press mini chocolate chips into the sherbet. Serve the melon immediately.
Freeze leftovers.

If  you’re looking for a refreshing slice of  summer, begin with a watermelon theme
and end with happy memories. I’m ready to plan my par-TEA. Won’t you join me to
make smiles?

-Lydia E. Harris is a tea enthusiast, grandmother of  five, and author of  In the Kitchen with
Grandma: Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together and Preparing My Heart for

Grandparenting. Her books are available at many advertisers on these pages or at Harvest
House Publishing www.harvesthousepublishers.com/.

A Cup of ea with Lydia
by Lydia E. HarrisWatermelon Smiles

rom Lydia’s ecipe ile

*Submitted by Lydia Harris. See article in this edition.

Lemonade Iced ea

Mix and chill. Serve over ice in frosty glasses. Garnish with fresh lemon slices.
Makes 5 cups. Chill glasses in the freezer until ready to use.

Combine:
4 cups brewed tea (Use 5
teabags and steep for 3
minutes; remove teabags.)
1/3 cup sugar
(or sweeten to taste)

or sweet sips  moisten the glass rims with water and dip them into sugar

Add:
1 cup cold water
1/4 cup frozen lemonade concentrate,
thawed
1/2 teaspoon vanilla

Dear Mom by Janet Young

In 1908 Anna Jarvis, the originator of
Mother’s Day, held a memorial service for
her mother on May 12,1908 to honor her
for all the work she had done throughout
her life as an activist.  Before long other
states joined by setting aside time to honor
their mothers.  So, in 1914, it was only
natural President Roosevelt would
designate the second Sunday in May as
Mother’s Day.  And from that day to the
present-day Mother’s Day is alive and thriving.

So much so, that Anna Jarvis became so upset over the commercialization of  the
holiday, that she wanted it discontinued.  Unfortunately, she passed before she could
get her wish. And, perhaps Anna had a point.  The day was to celebrate the greatness
of  our mothers, and not be spoiled by offerings of  flowers, jewelry etc. If, we would
want to honor our mothers today, how would we do so if  keeping Anna’s original
proposal in mind. Pondering over this challenge, I came up with the idea of  a hand-
written letter.  Hand-written because it makes it more personal, but if  vision problems
exist, then a type-written note will suffice.

In that letter, of  course, you would express your love for her, and how she sacrificed
unconditionally for you. Perhaps you would thank her for all the time she spent with
you, teaching you ways to become independent, so that one day you could be on your
own. For defending you if  the need ever arose.  And for being the glue that held your
family together even to this day.

If  she is an active senior, you might want to compliment her on how you admire her
aging gracefully as she engages in activities, and takes pleasure in each new day. If  you
are beginning to quote your mother even though you said you never would, let her
know.  She might enjoy the laughter it will bring. These are only suggestions to help
you get started.

As a mother I can’t think of  anything that would be more meaningful, more endearing
than to receive a heart-felt note from my adult child.  So, perhaps this is the year to let
your mother know how much she means to you.  Don’t assume because she knows it,
there is no reason to tell her, because you may be highlighting something she never
would have guessed you noticed or were touched by it.

I would like to end with a light-hearted quote by an unknown author.  It goes like
this:

“If  at first you don’t succeed, try doing it the way Mom told you in the beginning.”
Remember Mom knows Best!

-Janet Young is a Certified Tea and Etiquette Consultant,  Co-Founder of  Mid-Atlantic Tea
Business Association,  and prior owner of  Over The Teacup

 Minute Lift
Plant Diaries  We are Mothers of housands

by Kathy J. Sotak

Maybe you can still hug your mother – maybe
you can’t.

Maybe you lost a child – maybe you haven’t.
Maybe mom brings you joy – but maybe you’ve

been hurt.
Maybe you tried to have children – but couldn’t.
Maybe you chose not to bear children – and

decided to be a Mother in other ways.
If  you ask me, “What are you doing for

Mother’s Day?” I’ll give you a boiler-plate
response. It’s not that I don’t love being a Mom.
I’m blessed with two boys that make my heart
bloom every day. And as a bonus – not only do I
love them, I like them too. They are very cool human spirits, and I am grateful that
they chose me as their Mother.

I see Mother’s Day through a different lens, perhaps after losing both a mother and
a son. But it’s not my own pain I feel. I think about my co-worker M, who whispered
her pain to me, “I tried to have children, but never could.” I think about my friend S,
who died from the poison of  loneliness and other substances, and her two teenage
daughters, now walking this earth without the solid embrace of  their Mother. I think
of  R whose son took his life. I think of  my former hairdresser C, who took her own
life and left her two grown sons, now figuring out parenthood by themselves. I think
of  E who didn’t talk to her Mom for two decades. I think of  my friends S, J, M, A and
D who chose not to have kids, yet our culture may not fully understand that choice.

So given this perspective, how can we look at this 107-year-old holiday differently?
What if  we turned Mother’s Day into a celebration of  honoring all of  the Mothers
around us, and the Mother within us? It doesn’t matter if  you have a child or a mom.
I bet you are a Mother in many ways. I bet you have many Mothers in your life. It’s
time to recognize the Mothering Energy that we all have. It has nothing to do with
kids, moms or dads. It has everything to do with creating something and nurturing
those around us.

My Mother of  Thousands plant helps me see a new take on Mother’s Day.
This is my Mother of  Thousands plant, its name quite literal. It produces babies

that grow off  of  the leaves, their roots dancing in the air, then falls off  into their own
identity. This plant exists to remind us that we are “birthing” every single day. What
are you creating and nurturing in this day?

The thousands of  somethings we create and nurture each day are felt in this world.
It could be a smile, a prayer, eye contact, a warm meal, loving an animal, doing your
best, a new idea, artwork, laughter, playtime, poetry or dreaming. And a thousand
more.

You and I are both Mothers of  Thousands. May you honor the Mother within you,
and may we all honor our surrounding Mothers that nurture us. And if  you are lucky
enough to hug your own Mother today, give her a warm embrace as you honor her for
all that she is.

Happy Mother’s Day!
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Seneca Center
709 Beechurst Ave

Morgantown, WV 26505
304.282.3667 
Mon - Sat 10-5

Featuring Horn of America Fine Sewing Furniture
Made in WV! 

Cabinets will fi t most models and brands of machine.

Off ering a variety of classes 
both in-person and virtually.

BERNINA certi� ed technician 
on-site for repairs & regular 
maintenance.      
ajsewingstudio.com

Save the Date – WV Hidden 
Treasures Shop Hop, 

September 28-30

    Proud to be selected as the WV Veteran-Owned Small Business of the Year.

Eleanor’s Quilts 
& Fabrics

Mon - Sat 10-5 or Online 24/7 at:

304-864-6330
43 Cedar Drive, Reedsville, WV 26547

Mon - Sat 10-5 or Online 24/7 at:Mon - Sat 10-5 or Online 24/7 at:

www.eleanorsquiltsandfabrics.com

Buzz In And Stay Awhile

• • •
• • •

• • •

It Bee Pretty Simple!

Watch for those “Pop-Up” Sales

22 Commerce Dr
Morgantown, WV 

26501
       
   
304-943-7137
     

   

Stitch Morgantown, LLC
...a modern quilt shop with bright, contemporary fabrics, patterns, and notions

High Quality Quilting Fabrics, Patterns & Notions 
Classes - All skill levels - Gift Cards Available

www.StitchMorgantown.com

g
...a modern quilt shop with bright, contemporary fabrics, patterns, and notions...a modern quilt shop with bright, contemporary fabrics, patterns, and notions

www.StitchMorgantown.com
Now offering edge to edge longarm services!

www.thesewinggallery.net
• Alterations • Quality Fabrics • Quilting Machine Services
• Notions• Beginners, Intermediate, Advanced Sewing Classes 

Participating in the
Row by Row Experience
June 1st thru August 31st

2023

431 Rogers Street, Princeton, WV 24740
Hours: Tue-Fri 10am to 6pm Sat 10am to 3pm

rowbyrowexperience.com

All About Fabric
248 N. Queen St. • Martinsburg, WV 25401

(Just 5 minutes from 1-81)

Beautiful Fabric Just Arrived!
WV Fabric • Notions • Fat Quarters
Many fabrics on Sale – 50% OFF 

Call us at: 304-263-6800
Hours:

Mon-Fri 10am-5pm 
Sat 10am-1pm

inding Lo e In he Mourning Do es
    by Kerri Habben Bosman

One reason I like to write these articles is to
remind myself  what is important. They force
me to keep digging until I reach what I want
to express. Sometimes I have to push aside a
lot of  details to achieve that. It is then that I
realize once again how much time is spent on
the minutia of  living.

I don’t mean basic maintenance like grocery
shopping and doing laundry. These tasks and
others like them can become quietly sacred in
their own way just by being grateful for having
enough. There is much to be said for being dedicated to what needs to be done. It is
when all the details begin gelling that I consciously slow down. If  I didn’t, I might
forget that simply being alive is a precious gift. For underneath all that accumulated
moss is still the rock itself. A core each of  us have that makes us who we are.

Perhaps this introspection is why watching the birds is so relaxing. They, too, have
details to tend to, but they never seem in a hurry. My husband, Wayne, and I enjoy
seeing them land upon the feeder, from the tiny finches to the bigger blue jay. The
chickadee always draws our attention. A male cardinal upon the top of  the crook
gleams endlessly red, and we find his arrival better than anything we’d ever see on
television.

Then there are the birds that feed upon the ground. Each year we have an Eastern
towhee couple arrive in the spring. Papa Towhee is striking in his black overcoat, and
Mama elegant in her simplicity. When the robins start to appear, it is an extra special
day.

But my favorite bird is the mourning dove. Since I was child, I’ve valued the even
coo and steady pace of  this bird. Usually there are two of  them together and sometimes
three. They either fly off  in one sudden moment or one ascends and the others follow.

It is both their immense calm and their sudden energy that inspires me. Each bird
gently strolls upon the ground, eating until it has gathered enough to fill its capacity.
When it is indeed time to fly, they take off  with a deliberate and passionate trill.

They never bother any of  the other birds and even a nearby squirrel twice its size
doesn’t cause them to change their path. They just quietly go about the business of
gathering as if  they know exactly where the next morsel is waiting. A pastel iridescent
light glimmers off  their feathers whenever they are in the sun. It is then that they seem
transformed. One moment they are seemingly drab and the next they are shining.

I try to go about my days and my tasks in a way similar to a mourning dove, ideally
with an even pace wherein somehow everything gets done. I haven’t perfected this
bird’s graceful motions in changing course. I slip into a flutter and then catch myself.
Yet, there have been pivotal moments in my life when I knew exactly what I had to do
and how to do it.

I apply the most important lesson from the mourning doves in how I am with other
people. For all our different personalities and paths, everyone can feel gray and drab
once in a while. Especially when life’s details could overwhelm us. So, I try to draw out
a bit of  light to remind people that they truly shine. Which brings me back to why I
write these articles. There is always the increased self-awareness, but being able to
share with you and others is part of  what keeps me steadfast.

And of  course, there is always remembering the mourning doves.

-Kerri Habben Bosman is a writer in Chapel Hill, NC. She can be reached at
913jeeves@gmail.com.

Life on My arm  Bree y Manor
by Donna Jo Copeland farmeress, fiber artist

amily Values And

I realize not every lady embraces being a livestock
farmeress in her mid-70s. It is a hard and lonely life with
two certainties--if  something goes wrong, it's my fault, if
something goes right its dumb luck. And I have enjoyed
plenty of both.

My city bachelor brothers are lining up to change my life.
At our last family dinner, it was presented to me that I

needed to sell out, move into assisted living where I could
sit all day, watch TV and tell stories to others. They neglected
to realize I would slit my wrists that first day.

I do understand it's hard for families to comprehend life
styles outside the box. They mean well. And I'm sure others
like me are having these conversations. But "we" hang on,
endure, find love, passion and adventure in our own way.

A dear friend, Penny, who is 15 years younger, gave me
the best advice-- when I no longer feel the love and
contentment from my barn, animals, garden and loom, it will be time to move. Ok, in
20 years I might be ready.

What families don't understand is how much better, easier our lives would be with a
bit of  physical help, a good word, some encouragement. Alas, even my own children
and grandchildren basically ignore me.

Never thought of  myself  as a white haired warioress but here I am killing it!
A couple years ago I did the ancestors DNA thing--Scottish, Welsh and Irish. Makes

me a wee bit stubborn, hard headed, farm orientated and artistic. Also leads me to
believe my brothers were adopted or dropped off  by gypsies.

Like the old looms and spinning wheels, I use, I have strength, use and delight. As
my hands caress the old lumber, follow old paths in wool spinning and pattern work,
my ancestors smile in the shadows. Weaving on Lady Mary in the loom house, sunshine
over my shoulder, sheep grazing outside the window, dogs sleeping by the lion us my
idea of  a perfect day. As is cleaning the barn or weeding my gardens.

Spring shearing is done, now I have boxes of  fresh fleeces to skirt, wash, dye, spin...
Create! That's the really fun part--assessing what my sheep have grown, then letting
the fiber tell me what it wants to become.

In my over 50 years of  fiber work, I have learned a valuable lesson--listen to the
fiber. Let it tell you what it wants to become. Following this path, I have never been
disappointed. Of  course, when several fleeces talk at once I am bound to listen, ready
for creation. That's how I wind up with over 100 WIPS, works in progress. And I
confess I am a starter not a particularly diligent finisher. There are a few unfinished
sweaters in my basket of  voting age. One day...

Since this article is for May and June my dye gardens will be giving me fabulous gifts
of  color on those freshly washed and spun fleeces. The wonders of  Mother Nature
never cease to amaze me. A flower, some leaves, berries, roots or bark and you have
awesome color! Every dyepot is visited by Dye Fairies who add their own magic and
hue. Taking the lid off  those pits is like opening presents, always surprising.

I stand in my yard and marvel at the treasures there beneath my bare feet.
We of  today owe so much to those ancient souls who herded sheep, laboriously

turning their wool into clothing. Going further down a fiber path, they discovered dye
plants.

That excitement, adventure, joy lives today in this Maven of  the Wool, Crone of
Ancient Arts. A wool journey which begins anew with each fleece and dyepot, every
single day. I am blessed.

--Donna Jo Copeland writes from her farm, Breezy Manor, Mooresville, Indiana where she
tends her flock and creates art from the wool. Being the 14th generation of  farm owner/

operator, Donna Jo brings alive the struggles of  farm life.

Bree y Manor arm ecipe

*Submitted by Donna Jo Copeland, Farmeress at Breezy Manor Farm.
  See her article in this edition for what’s happening on her farm.

Mom’s eally Quick De iled ggs

12 hard-boiled eggs, peeled, sliced long ways
Put the yolks in a bowl, mash well with a fork, add a dash of  salt and
pepper. Mix in enough prepared mustard, she used French’s, to let the
yolks stick together, add 1/2 teaspoon of  cider vinegar, mix well. Fill egg
whites, then sprinkle paprika over the top.

We grew up on these for Sunday dinner and in the farm fields in the s
I still make them

ree
Pattern

For more fun and creative inspiration visit:  www.JacquelynneSteves.com

Free Embroidery Pattern –
May not be sold or used for
commercial purposes. Use
this pattern for embroidery,
wool applique, punch needle
or rug hooking, painted
projects or whatever your
imagination can dream up!
Reduce or enlarge pattern as
desired.
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Creative Fabrics

We moved to...
Scott & Cindy’s Studio

Professional Long Arm Quilting Services 
 Fabrics • Backings • Batting

304 Tripoli Rd, Ebensburg, PA
OPEN BY APPOINTMENT

Call or Text 814-418-7149

Watch our videos 
on Facebook

FABRIC • SUPPLIES • CLASSES • WORKSHOPS • MAIL ORDER

Mon, Wed & Fri 10 - 4 • Tues 10 - 5 • Sat 10 - 3 • Closed Thurs & Sun
Handi Quilter Representative

The Quilt Peddler 620 Lamberd Ave., Johnstown, PA 15904 
814-262-9656 • quiltped@gmail.com 

Lugene Shaver, Owner

www.thequiltpeddlerllc.com

Over 2,000 bolts of 100% Cotton Fabrics

HQ WAY Award
5 Years in a row

Participating in Cookie Cruise - May 19 & 20, 10-4

PAPAPAPAPA PAPAPAPAPA

Within Sue’s Quilt Creations’ 1500
square feet you will discover about 2,000
bolts of  quilting cottons, notions, kits,
cutting supplies, and a full line of  Mettler
threads. There are classes for basic
quilting, projects, and for every skill level.
The shop also offers longarm quilting
services. What matters most at Sue’s
Quilt Creations is that everyone who
comes in feels welcome, from a novice
to a veteran quilter.

Owner, Sue Shipman, opened the shop
in July, 2022. Sewing has been an important part of
her life since she was a child. Not only did she make
many garments in 4-H and compete at state level, she
also was immersed in the art from watching her mother
sew everything from clothing to curtains. These
influences forged her own creativity and growth in
sewing. Her shop is a dream come true in many ways,
but especially for the opportunity to encourage quilters
of  all ages and abilities.

After years of  quilting, Sue began offering longarm
quilting services. She worked entirely from her home
for two years before her shop came to fruition. Every
project that she finishes is completed with skill, love,
and the hope that the quilt will be enjoyed and treasured
for years to come. She consults closely with each client
to ensure that the finished piece is exactly what they’d
like. Throughout this process, she is further affirmed
in her love of  quilting and sharing that with others.
Depending upon the services involved, the base price
range is 1.5 cents to 2.5 cents per square inch. Call
Sue for more specific information.

Arrangements can also be made to sew with a friend
for a day in the classroom area. Here you can have
some time to work on your quilting projects and be
creatively inspired.

While there isn’t an online store via the website,
Sue uses Facebook for this purpose. The page is
frequently updated with every new addition to the
shop. They also sell some sewing machines through
Hoover’s Bernina in Miffinburg.

Sue’s Quilt Creations is not only a place to buy fabric
and thread or to arrange to finish a quilt; it is especially
a warm and ensconcing environment where a community of  quilters finds inspiration,
creativity, and friendship.

The shop is closed on Sundays and Mondays and is open Tuesday through Fridays,
10 am to 5 pm and on Saturdays, 10 am to 4 pm.

Sue’s Quilt Creations is located at 2531 Burlington Turnpike in Burlington, PA. For
more information, please call 570-529-7070 or explore the website at
www.suesquiltcreations.com. The shop also frequently updates the Facebook page.

Disco er a ric  Classes  Quilting
Ser ices at Sue’s Quilt Creations

by Kerri Habben Bosman

ayette County i er esti al
Presented y oughiogheny arns

Come to the Fayette County
Fiber Festival on Saturday, May
20, 2023 to savor a delightful
and versatile experience.
Between 10 am to 4 pm, you will
enjoy demonstrations and
discover a world of  things made
by hand. From small batch dyed
yarn to carefully crafted tools,
from special project bags and
stitch markers to gentle lotions
and wool washes, there is
something to inspire everyone.
Every vendor at this curated
event is an independent maker
creating their products with
quality, loving care, and hands-
on dedication.

Boss Mare Shearing offers shearing services, fleeces and will share their work. It is a
wonderful way to learn how beautiful fibers are created.  The Loyalhannon Spinners will
provide a fleece to shawl demonstration to further inspire you.

Ex Libris Fibers, Fairy Tale Yarn Co, and Fibernymph Dye Works presents uniquely inspired
and whimsical color creations for your knitting and crocheting.

June Pryce Fiber Arts, Lazy O Ranch, Lippencott Alpacas, Liverpool Yarns, PhiFiber, Ten
Mile Fibers, The Yarn Smith, and Youghioheny Yarns all are bringing their yarn products,
from fleeces to finished fibers with a diversity of  textures, weights, and colors. All yarn
is lovingly prepared in small batches.

Creations by Jay Kay, One Sly Fox, Dusty Tree Soap and Dyeworks, Rocky’s Dream, and Wren
& Rita present special fiber art items, such as project bags, notions, stitch markers,
accessories, lotions, and more.

Yarn Bits and Bobs, LLC is a 14’ mobile yarn boutique. It is a yarn store on wheels and
sells commercial yarns, needles, and notions.

Shawn’s Smokin’ BBQ food truck is on site. There is ample parking.  Admission is
free, but they are collecting non-perishable items to donate to a local food pantry.
Please bring a canned good or HBA item.

Keri Fosbrink of  Youghiogheny Yarns is organizing the fiber festival.  For every
participant, the festival is an affirming way to foster a love of  the fiber arts. Everyone
involved is not only sharing their work, but also their passion and joy. A little of  piece
of  each of  them goes into everything they create. Through the sharing ideas and
cultivating community, the heritage of  fiber craft is kept thriving for the present and
coming generations.  Along the way creative connections and valued friendships emerge.

The Fayette County Fiber Festival is located with easy access from both sides of  US
119 and is one hour from both Pittsburgh and Morgantown, WV. It is in the Morrell
VFC Event Center at 1232 University Drive in Dunbar, PA.

For more detailed information, go to www.fayettecountyfiberfestival.weebly.com or
call Keri at 724-961-3382. The event is also on Facebook.

by Kerri Habben Bosman
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M-W & Sat 10-5; Th & F 10-6

We offer JANOME machines, longarm 
services, over 6,000 bolts of fabric, 

notions always 20% off in store, 
and regular classes and events.

144 Eleventh Ave, Meyersdale, PA 15552
somersetsews@comcast.net

www.SewingBoxQuiltShop.com

Mon-Wed & Fri 10-5; 
Th 10-6; Sat 10-3

Closed Sunday

Check out  our On-line Store!Check out  our On-line Store!

NOW OPEN AT OUR NEW LOCATION:

Check our website
 for updates.

6068 Business 220 Bedford, PA           3.1 miles north of Turnpike exit                 
Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri, 8:30-5:30, Thurs. 8:30-7, Sat. 9-2

Cookie 
Cruise 
2023

Fri. May 19 & Sat. May 20
Register by May 12 to    

collect free cookies,       
recipes, and gifts at 

6 participating shops!

• Baby Lock Exclusive 
       Sewing Machine Dealer
• Free Mastery Classes With the 
       Purchase of a Machine From Us 

• Service & Repair On All  
       Brands of Sewing Machines 

• Over 1,200 Bolts of Fabric, 
       including Northcott & Hoffman

• Floriani Embroidery Supplies 
and Quilter’s Select Notions

     814-623-2413

New!
Amish with a Twist   
  Block-of-the-Month

The kit for this 98” square quilt 
can be purchased as a 1-time 

purchase. Or as a 7 month Block
-of-the-Month. 

Workshops are also available 
starting June 16. 

10 Old William Penn Hwy
Blairsville, PA 15717 

(Across from Blairsville Cemetery)
724-388-0662

Open: Tues, Thurs, Fri 9am to 5pm
Sat 9am to 12pm

Fabric Bolts • Batting • Notions
Quilting Classes Available

Youghiogheny Yarns
Because every project deserves the perfect yarn...

Available online any time
Studio open during our monthly Crafturday or by appointment

501 Tanyard Hollow Rd • Connellsville, PA 15425
youghyarns@gmail.com • 724.961.3382  
https://www.youghioghenyyarns.com/

own and Country Cooking
Cruciferous Cooking by Janette Hess

What do Brussels sprouts, broccoli and
bok choy have in common, besides being
trendy and nutritious? For starters, all are
related to cabbage, a cruciferous, fiber-
rich vegetable that may be served raw or
cooked, depending on the season. This
spring, why not leave the cabbage behind
and go for other forms of  cruciferous
vegetables?

Brussels sprouts currently are enjoying
a huge surge in popularity, mostly because
we’ve finally learned that they are much
better baked than boiled. When tossed
in oil and then oven-toasted with walnuts
just to the point of caramelization, they
become a sort of  vegetable candy. Who
could have imagined?

Broccoli and garlic have become
somewhat inseparable on modern menus.
In the recipe for Garlic-Roasted Broccoli,
two forms of  garlic -- minced and
powdered -- help prove the
appropriateness of  the pairing. A bit more
exotic, Sautéed Bok Choy is a quick,
savory take on Chinese cabbage. Soy
sauce, garlic and ginger give this dish its
distinctly Asian flavor.

Try one or all three to satisfyingly
expand your intake of  cruciferous
vegetables.

2 teaspoons sesame seeds
1 bunch bok choy
2 tablespoons peanut oil
1 small carrot, grated
Sauce:
3 tablespoons soy sauce
2 teaspoons brown sugar
2 teaspoons rice vinegar
1 teaspoon freshly grated garlic
½ teaspoon freshly grated ginger

–A trained journalist, Janette Hess focuses
her writing on interesting foods. She enjoys

collecting, testing and sharing recipes.

Sautéed Bok Choy

In small, dry sauté pan, toast sesame
seeds over medium to medium-high
heat, stirring constantly. When seeds
begin to brown, remove from heat.
Allow to continue toasting in pan
until evenly browned. Remove from
pan and set aside. Whisk together
sauce ingredients and set aside. Wash
bok choy and trim away bottom 1 to
1½ inches. Pull head apart and split
each leaf  along rib. Chop into 1-inch
lengths. Heat peanut oil in large, open
pan or wok. Add chopped bok choy
and sauté over medium-high heat for
5 minutes; add grated carrot.
Continue cooking and stirring an
additional 1 to 2 minutes, or until just
tender. Remove from heat, toss with
sauce and sprinkle with sesame seeds.
Serve immediately. Makes 4 servings.

Toasted Brussels Sprouts
with Walnuts

1 to 1¼ pounds Brussels sprouts,
washed and thoroughly dried
3 tablespoons walnut oil
1/3 cup walnut pieces
¼ teaspoon kosher salt
2 tablespoons freshly grated parmesan
cheese

Trim and discard sprout ends. Cut
sprouts in half. (Save loose leaves for
use in salads or slaws.) Toss sprouts
with walnut oil and salt. Transfer to
large, rimmed baking sheet. Roast at
400 degrees until sprouts begin to
caramelize, approximately 25
minutes. Remove from oven, give
sheet a good shake and then add
walnuts. Roast an additional 5
minutes. Transfer to serving dish.
Add additional salt, if desired, and
sprinkle with parmesan cheese.
Makes 4 servings.

Garlic Roasted Broccoli
16 ounces fresh broccoli florets
(approximately 8 cups)
¼ cup olive oil
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 teaspoon garlic salt
½ teaspoon kosher salt
¼ teaspoon black pepper

Place florets in large bowl and
thoroughly toss with oil and minced
garlic. In separate dish, combine salts
and black pepper. Sprinkle
seasonings over broccoli and toss
until all seasonings adhere to
broccoli. Scatter on large, rimmed
baking sheet and bake at 425 degrees
for 20 to 25 minutes, or until broccoli
shows signs of  browning. Shake pan
halfway through cooking time.
Garnish with parmesan cheese
before serving, if  desired. Makes 6
to 8 servings.

-Janette Hess is a trained journalist, who focuses her writing on interesting people and interesting
foods. She is a Master Food Volunteer with her local Extension service and enjoys collecting,

testing and sharing recipes. She hopes that you enjoy!

I don't believe that I am the least bit spontaneous.
Everything in my world must be planned and scheduled.
Stop for a coffee when out on errands? Not unless it was
planned. See an estate sale sign and stop to look for vintage
linens, fabric or quilting things? I have, but only after a
vigorous internal debate. Most often, I pass by.

Some years ago, for a significant birthday, my oldest
daughter got the idea that the family should take me on a
surprise vacation. The plan was for them to show up one
morning, tell me to pack a bag for a trip to an undisclosed destination, and take off.

When she shared her idea with her sister, my youngest responded, "How well do
you know our mother?”

Although they proceeded to plan the surprise, fortunately, it was spoiled and I learned
of  the trip. I'm so glad that I was able to anticipate the trip, be confident that all the
details were planned out, and enjoy our family time away. Had this developed as a
surprise, I would have gone into a panic mode, unsure of  the plan, and worried that
details were managed.

There are groups of  quilters who participate in making "mystery quilts." In this
process, the participant is given just the material requirements. The construction steps,
or "clues," are revealed over time.

Participants complete one clue before the next is revealed. As the maker cuts and
sews the bits together, she has no idea what the finished quilt will look like until the
mystery is solved at the very end. I have a friend who designs mystery quilt patterns.
She has created dozens and has a very loyal student following. It probably comes as no
surprise, but I have never taken part in a mystery quilt.

When I design a quilt project, no surprise, it is well-planned. I have a clear vision of
what the finished quilt will look like. Many projects finish exactly as first envisioned.
Some change along the way but, when finished, are still close to the original idea. To
the amusement of  quilting friends, I asked the math expert in the group for the
mathematical formula to lay out a group of  fabric squares so they would look random.
She responded, "If  there's a formula, it's not random." Clearly, I've even tried to plan
spontaneity!

I appreciate people who are spontaneous and the freedom they seem to have in
living their lives. I appreciate those quilters who are comfortable being spontaneous
and improvisational in their quiltmaking. It's just not me.

I overheard a discussion the other day. One person expressed how much she loved
approaching travel by being spontaneous. She enjoyed approaching each day with the
excitement of  not knowing what she would see or experience - going with the flow.
Her companion simply replied, "I find it relaxing to have a plan and a schedule." I
couldn't agree more!

©Barbara Polston, Tucson, Arizona, February 19, 2023. Barbara Polston, the author a/
Quilting With Doilies: Inspiration, Techniques, and Projects (Schiffer Press, 2015) and

MeetPuppy Brian (2022 on www.puppybrian.com), lives in Tucson where she has failed at
retirement but is getting more time at her sewing machine. Contact her at

barbarapolslonquiller@gmail.com.

Spontaneous by Barbara Polston

Piecing Life ogether

In my corner of  North America, scenery shifts from month to month in a
kaleidoscope of  colors and patterns. In spring, breath-taking clusters of  pink and
white blossoms cascade from the branches of  apple and cherry trees. The light-green
maple leaves of  April unfurl and grow larger by early May, providing a lush, shadowy
canopy of  dark green over the quiet lane where we take evening walks at dusk. On a
warm day in June, the full circle of  shade under the big maple on the lawn beckons like
a young mother gathering her children around her for a story.

Humans have always looked to nature as a source of  wonder. A few years ago, as I
did some research on the Oregon Trail, I discovered that the plants and animals
encountered on the long, strenuous trek to the West coast held a fascination for those
walking mile after mile behind oxen or horses. Adults as well as children delighted in
observing living things they had never seen before, and native women sometimes
helped pioneer women forage for unfamiliar edible plants growing wild. Family members
wrote letters home describing extraordinary land formations they knew would amaze
their kin.

May and June bring us outdoors, where we can revel in the exceptional beauty of
late spring and early summer. Country lanes shine with buttercups, and meadows are
embroidered with red and purple clover and pink ragged-robin. Listen for melodies
from songbirds. There is nothing like them. Pick a flower, press it, and hide it in a
book. You may discover it months later, faded and pale but still a source of  wonder
and satisfaction.

–2023 Nancy J. Nash. She is the author of  Mama’s Books: An Oregon Trail Story and
Little Rooster’s Christmas Eve, each available on amazon.com and barnesandnoble.com. She
has a B.A. in English composition from Mount Holyoke College and an M.F.A. in Writing

for Children from Simmons College.

by Nancy Nash

Late Spring arly Summer
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Antique and Gift Shop

6571 Library Road, South Park, PA 151296571 Library Road, South Park, PA 151296571 Library Road, South Park, PA 15129
www.facebook.com/TheLeaningBucket

and ade o e 
ecor ecora  ons

easonal ecor 
 erbal tar andles 

 oaps

Wed – Sat 11-5, Sun 11-4 
 (412) 409-4070

Hours: Tues-Sat 11-4, Closed Sun & Mon
429 Washington Ave., Suite 4, Bridgeville, PA 15017

(convenient to Bridgeville Exit on I-79)
www.KidEweKnot.com • Follow us on facebook • (412) 257 2557

Full Service Yarn Shop
Great Selection of Quality Yarns • Private Lessons Available

1004 East Lake Road, Transfer, PA 16154
724-962-1230 • djsgreenhouse@verizon.net

www.djsgreenhouse.com
See website for classes and events...

• Perennials–full line • Small Trees 
• Shrubs • Display Gardens - 5 acres

• Yard Art • Gifts and more...

Too many restaurants and too little
time.

Since Jen and I moved to the St.
Augustine area of  northeast Florida in
2021, one of  our greatest pleasures is to
"try out" the many restaurants in the area.
There's the Fish Camp, The Reef,
Barbara Ann's, The Blue Hen among
many others.

We had moved to a 55-plus
neighborhood that provides many activities for such an active older community....
board games, swimming, walking, bicycling, parties, etc. Mostly, the two of  us partake
in daily walks which, for most such walkers, includes dogs.

Early after moving in, we discovered that the women had organized monthly lunches
at various restaurants in the area. Anxious to meet some of  our new neighbors, we
attended the scheduled lunch that month at The Reef  that sits on the ocean in the
Valano area of  route A1A north of  St. Augustine.

That's where we met Joanne. It was instant "like." Maybe it was because she, too,
was a teacher. At any rate, we planned to continue to get together in the future.

Because Joanne is a substitute teacher here, it took us over a year to decide that we
would meet once a month for dinner at different restaurants.

This month, we met at The Conch House which is located on the water on Anastasia
Island. Another friend, Nancy, had joined us. The restaurant is one of  the island's
older spots to get a meal and is an inside/outside establishment complete with outdoor
tables under Tiki-style-thatched roofs. We decided to eat outside in the warm sunshine
although the month of  March had been somewhat chilly.

After perusing the menu, we made our selections and enjoyed each other's company
while waiting for our meals to be served.

It wasn't long before our waitress appeared with three meals. We figured she would
have to separately bring mine...scallops, mashed potatoes and green beans... because
she could carry only three on her tray. I urged my friends to begin their meals while I
patiently waited several more minutes for mine. The waitress reappeared and explained
that the kitchen was re-doing my plate and that it would be "out" soon.

We couldn't understand the delay and kindly asked for an explanation. She explained
that, initially, while she was carrying all four meals to our table, a gull had swooped
down and had grabbed one of  my scallops that were swimming in a rum sauce,
necessitating the re-do. This was definitely a "first" for us...but, we gathered, not
necessarily for The Conch House.

The waitress further explained that the gulls would occasionally grab shrimp off
plates but she'd never seen the snatch of  a scallop before. It must have been the rum
that enticed that bird to try a scallop instead. But, as we began to eat, we wondered
that, if  a gull could be near enough to a tray of  dinners to snatch a bite, what else could
the bird have done at the crime scene. We looked alarmingly at the three remaining
plates.

–Gayle Cranford writes from her home in new Florida, having recently relocated from
Pennsylvania with her daughter. She enjoys spending time with her daughter, grand daughter and

new friends in Florida.

Memories & Happenings
Dinner at he Conch House by Gayle Cranford

Throughout the month of  March, I participated
in a social media event called #IGQuiltFest. Amy
Ellis Quilter & Designer (@amyscreativeside) on
Instagram hosts this event every March. It is an
opportunity for individuals to share photos and
stories of  some of  their favorite tools, best tip ever,
recent finishes, fabric storage and more! It’s a fun
event, so make sure you check it out on Instagram
and see what other like-minded individuals are
sharing. You might even find a neat way to upcycle
some left-over fabric, or giggle along at some “what
was I thinking” moments.

"Creative Hands” was the topic on day four and
immediately the reference of  wearing many hats came
to mind. If  you are unfamiliar with this phrase it refers
to having many jobs, roles and responsibilities. As
the topic of  the day inspired my social media post, I
took a twist on the common aforementioned phrase.
Many of  us who are involved in crafting trades likely
echo the following perception: that we use our hands
in place of hats in our roles and responsibilities most
often.

Looking into this theme I wanted to take the
opportunity on social media to recognize how creative
hands are so much more. Sometimes we are so
focused on what we want to achieve and how we are
going to do so, that we forget about the little
contributions that our hands bring to those around
us.

Hands that hold. Hands that comfort. Hands that
nurture. Teaching hands, leading hands. Inspiring hands, hands that create, hands that
celebrate. Hands to grow with, learn with and laugh with. Likely, multiple descriptions
of  the above-mentioned hands fit into your life, and perhaps like mine it can be seen
passing down from one generation to the next.

Supportive hands – the evidence of  supporting hands can be seen through many
generations in my lineage. Often my grandma could be found helping and supporting
her students and their parents, teaching arts and crafts and sewing to locals. She was a
loved teacher and member of  her community, often found supporting them by donating
her time, energy and money. Her actions of  supporting passed down to my mom, who
encouraged me to continue the characteristic. Helping out a neighbor, donating to
local food banks, dropping off  food at a friend who is struggling, volunteering with
local organizations, and encouraging others to do the same – support comes in all
forms and at all levels of  community.

Mixed in with supporting is the never-ending process of  learning and we often find
our hands participating with our mind. Recently my mom and I were in the sewing
shop finishing up a lovely spring project. The Tulip Season quilt was almost complete
and only a few long seams remained. Then it was time to celebrate our highly anticipated
project. I grabbed the quilt top with its coordinating 3” border and started sewing.
Coming to the end of  the strip I noticed that I had accumulated a large excess of
fabric – the ends were no longer lined up. I quickly joked at mom saying she must have
cut it incorrectly and she scooted over to check out the problem. The first question
out of  her mouth was “did you pin it”? I looked at her and straight faced replied “I
don’t pin it, I wing it”. After finishing her laughing, she again, re-taught me the
importance of  pinning long seams.

Just simply looking at my work I knew that she was right. I needed to end my
stubbornness to save some time (and seam ripping) by absorbing her lessons. Her tiny,
creative hands reached over and took the quilt to the tabletop. Her fingers swiftly
worked to pin two pieces together. The next four long seams were pinned by my mom
to emphasize the lesson, again. Four perfectly lined up seams resulted through this
teaching and learning with her hands. Few words were exchanged during this lesson,
her hands doing all the teaching. Plus, my previous lessons about the significance of
pinning sped up the process.

As I reflect on the relationship that my parents and I have, I can clearly see the
importance that hands have in our lives. We guide and live so many of  life's moments
through our hands. My hands are filled these days with little hands, looking to guide
them, encourage them and support their creative minds. To be a part of  these moments
is such a blessing. Encouragement and teaching, loving and supporting, joking or
nurturing – I wish to continue building these moments with my family, and I strive to
encourage another generation of  creative, kind, loving hands.

Share some of  your favorite stories of  someone’s hands molding a positive experience.
Send us a message through our email, website, or social media. I’d love to here if  that
experience has been passed to the next generation. See you next edition – chat soon!

-@aspengrovequilting facebook.com/aspengrovequilting www.aspengrovequilting.com
info@aspengrovequilting.com

by Sam Hilhorst
ASP  G V  Q IL I G
Quilting Stories with Sam

• During the 1600s, England celebrated “Mothering Sunday.” Servants would visit
their families and bring cakes to their mothers. This custom was called “going a
mothering.” Each mother received a “simnel” (fine flour) cake. Mothers would then
give a blessing to their children.

• Chinese family names are often formed with a sign that means “mother” as a way
of  honoring their maternal ancestors.

• George Washington has been quoted as saying, “My mother was the most beautiful
woman I ever saw. All I am I owe to my mother. I attribute all my success in life to the
moral, intellectual and physical education I received from her.”

• Native American women have been honored with the name “Life of  the Nation”
for their gift of  motherhood to tribes.

• Eve is credited in the Bible with being the “Mother of  All the Living.”
• Ancient Egyptians believed that “Bast” was the mother of  all cats on earth and

that cats were sacred animals.
• Buddha said, “As a mother, even at the risk of  her own life, loves and protects her

child, so let a man cultivate love without measure toward the whole world.”
• Mother Goose is one of  the most popular of  all authors for children. Her books

and stories have been loved for several generations.
• Some African tribes call themselves “Maharis,” which means “Mother-hoods.”
• Nine years after Mother’s Day was made an official holiday, Anna Jarvis, who had

campaigned so hard to make it possible, filed a lawsuit to try to stop the over-
commercialization of  Mother’s Day. She lost her case. Today, cards, letters, candy, and
dinners out mark Mother’s Day for most families. It had been Anna’s hope that the
day was one of  reflection and quiet prayer by families thanking God for all that mothers
had done.

–Rachel Greco owns Grandma’s Attic, a traditional quilt shop in Dallas, Oregon. A quilt
historian, she gives talks on needlework, the role of  women in American history, and their
connection to fabric. She has written several books and patterns and runs Grandma’s Quilt

Club, a monthly quilt class where participants collection blocks, learn about quilt history and
make new friends. Learn more at http://grandmasatticquilting.co.

Mother’s Day ri ia by Rachel Greco

Growing up in my neighborhood there was always someone
to play with and most of  the time, weather permitting, we
played outdoors. Depending on who was around and the time
of  day, you could find kids in my backyard picking teams and
trying to determine which team should go first. Sometimes
rock, paper, scissors made the decision. At other times there
were a number of  deciders like “One potato, two potato, three
potato four,” or “My mother and your mother were hanging
up clothes.” Then there were others such as “Engine, engine, number nine, going
down the Chicago line. If  the train should jump the tracks, do you want your money
back?” or “Eenie, meenie, miney, moe.”

Once the teams were picked and the game to play was determined, the fun began.
Some great memories were created in back yards or vacant fields, as well as long lasting
friendships among children in the neighborhood. Regardless whether the friend was
in your grade at school, you watched out for each other, walked to school together,
and respected their parents.

The games played depended on your age. The younger kids would play games like
Red light, Green light, Hop Scotch, Mother may I?, Ring around the Rosie, Duck,
Duck, Goose, Red Rover Red Rover or Jump rope. Double Dutch style was my favorite.

When you got older you could play games with the big kids like Hide and Seek, Tag
or Freeze Tag, Spud, Kick the Can, Dodgeball, Crack the Whip, or if  the entire
neighborhood was available, we would get a game of  Kickball together.

If  it rained, there were things to do for entertainment indoors like Marbles, Jacks, or
the board games you’d get for Christmas and birthdays. I’d reach for a connect the
dots, crossword puzzle, word search, or a coloring book. Reading a good storybook
would also keep me happily busy for a while. And I also enjoyed the timeless game you
only needed a string or two shoelaces tied together to play, Cat’s Cradle.

Hopefully, you enjoyed this trip down memory lane bringing some good memories
for you. Oh, and let’s not forget those words of  wisdom that Mom or Dad would
always say before you left the house, ‘Play nice together, watch out for cars, and come
home when the street lights come on.’

-Judy Sharer is the author of  a historical western romance series titled A Plains Life, published
by The Wild Rose Press. Book One, Settler’s Life, Book Two, Second Chance Life, Book
Three, Civil War Life and Book Four, Love-Challenged Life are available wherever online

books and eBooks are sold. If  you’re a quilter, you’ll enjoy Judy’s series with a thread of  quilting
throughout the story. Visit Judy’s website judysharer.com for more details.

A rip Down Memory Lane
    by Judy Sharer

Become Inspired
Decorating  ntertaining and Li ing in the arly
American Style

by Annice Rockwell

Bountiful Reminders
Beauty abounds in the season of  spring. Slowly but

surely after only occasionally warm, sunny days, nature
now provides us with more bountiful reminders that
she has kept her promise. Country landscapes are now
filled in with the glory of  green. Herbs in our garden
have waited all winter before bursting forth yet again to
be enjoyed. Dogwood trees with their beautiful, white
blooms can be seen dotted along a rural roadside lending
a touch of  beauty to our days.

As spring progresses, we now have the confidence to
plant new flowers and herbs to accent our gardens. Our
first visit to the local garden center is a true country delight. As we pull a wagon
through the wide rows of  mulch, we can select strong, native plants to complement
our garden arrangements. If  planning a new raised bed, we could consider the dark
green, hardy wall germander to serve as a perimeter. To add color and interest we
might choose a calendula or beebalm plant in striking, bright hues. And to enhance
our culinary herb kitchen garden, lovage is a luxury all season long. Having a mild
celery flavor, lovage is wonderful to add to a spring cottage soup or to accompany a
pork roast.
Country Celebrations

When spring is in full swing, it is the ideal time to work outside to prepare our yards
for the special celebrations that are enjoyed this time of  year. An outdoor Mother’s
Day brunch is a fun way to show gratitude all while enjoying time together. Country
dropleaf  tables can be arranged outside and can be adorned with fresh bouquets of
lilacs in antique, white ironstone pitchers. Brunch can be served on a primitive harvest
table with some of  our favorite antiques to hold utensils and bowls of  fresh fruit
salad. Petite potted herbs can be placed in and around our displays as gifts for our
guests to take home.

Father’s Day and graduations are also festive celebrations to enjoy outside. Classic
cookouts and evening bonfires are the perfect way to feel reconnected and joyful as
we remember how fortunate we really are.
Making Memories

This season indulge in the full awakening of  spring. Take time to find something
exceptional to include in your garden or yard arrangements. Consider planning a small
gathering that contains creative touches of  the past. And as you carefully plan, you
will be fulfilled because you are not only creating a special gathering, you are making
country memories that will last a lifetime.

—Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of  Pomfret Antiques. She is currently
working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com

Writing is a lonely job. It requires concentration, the search for the perfect word,
and the desire to go beyond communication and connect with others. No matter how
alluring it is to leave the computer off, the printer silent, and the home-office door
closed, a topic buzzes in our thoughts demanding the same attention as a mosquito on
a summer day.

So, we write, not really knowing if  we have communicated or connected with anyone.
One of  the joys of  writing for The Country Register is that the publication has
nurtured and grown an international community. We share similar hobbies, interests,
sense of  humor, and traditions.

I know this because of  the emails I’ve received. One example is the article on doilies.
It was written on a challenge.  Although my ‘day-job’ is writing about high-technology
topics, I tell my mostly male colleagues about my The Country Register articles.
Following the article I wrote about aprons, I mentioned my delight at hearing from
women who also love wearing aprons.

A man who is an industry leader mentioned that his mom and grandmother wore
aprons and the wonderful memories it brought back. He then casually mentioned that
they also made so many doilies that walking around the house was like walking through
a lace garden. I love that beautiful image. He challenged me to write about doilies, not
knowing that I have a bureau drawer full of  them, as well as a doily on every doorknob
and open surface of  my house.

But the real surprise was not for him. It was for me. After the article was published,
I received emails from women who also love doilies. Connie in Kansas even sent some
doilies tagged for donation.

To everyone who emailed me, I’m grateful for your notes. To the editors who
published the article, thank you. To The Country Register, I commend you for
creating and nurturing an international community that finds joy and connection in
knowing each other through your publications. There’s no better gift to a writer.

Kind regards,
Barbara Kalkis
BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com
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Stories of a arm Wife
My Mini Me by Tammy Page

When I think about what a “mini-me” is, I think of
my oldest granddaughter, Kennedy. My husband calls
her my mini-me because since she was a baby, she’d
love to be by my side and has taken on a lot of  my
mannerisms and personality. We loved to bake, stay in
our jammies till late in the mornings and snuggle in a
blanket watching cartoons or a favorite chick flick. She’s
always wanted to help me do dishes, fold laundry,
vacuum and dust. She has spent many nights staying at
our house usually ending up sleeping with me as we
pushed papaw up to the guest bedroom.

When she was a little girl, we would go to yard sales
together. Of  course, I would allow her to pick some
things out that she wanted to buy. I’m sure her mom
didn’t appreciate all the junk I sent home with her. But it was so much fun to take her
along and see the happiness in that sweet smile as she discovered a bargain. We would
always find a gas station so that we could get a fountain drink and snack as we headed
to the next sale.

As she gets older, the days of  time together have become fewer. She will soon
graduate from high school and leave the nest to go off  to college. At times, when I
think of  her leaving, my heart feels as if  it will break not being able to see my mini-me
when I want to. You see she lives only the next road west of  ours and it's been so easy
to hop in our Ranger to go for a pop in visit. Those visits usually ended up with her
asking her mom if  she could go spend the night at mamaw’s. She would run down the
hall to her room and pack her bag in record time. She’s never had a problem leaving
her mom and dad for the night. I do remember one incident when she cried when her
parents went out the door for a much-needed vacation. She held on to her mom’s
pants and wouldn’t let go as she begged them not to go. Her papaw did not allow the
scene to go on, grabbed her up and held her while I shooed mom and dad to quickly
slip out the door. Within minutes, she was fine while she began digging out the toy
basket from the coat closet. She didn’t cry the entire time they were gone.

Most times when she was over, she would join her papaw at the barn to help him
feed. As soon as she came back into the house, she was by my side again and we would
start back up where we left off. We loved watching chick flicks together, Say Yes to the
Dress, and play waitress and customer. She had an apron, a notepad and pencil and
even play food. She was the best waitress! As we settled in picking out movies such as
27 Dresses or The Notebook we would cuddle as she sat in my lap snacking on chips
or popcorn. On those special nights, Kennedy would lay on her stomach in my lap,
begging me to rub her back with lotion. She still asks me to this day to rub her back
even though as she takes up all of  my lap while her legs hang over the recliner. I’m
pretty sure she would let me use a whole bottle of  lotion if  my hands could hold up
that long. I recently asked her, “what am I going to do when you leave for college?”
and she replied, “mamaw I’ll still come around”. My heart swelled with gladness hearing
those words because I’m really going to miss our special times together. Once in a
while, I’ll look out the front window to see her pulling up in our drive, in her own car
for her own “pop up” visit. She doesn’t stay as long or spend the night as often but I’m
still so happy to know that she still needs her mamaw once in a while.

As Mother’s Day approaches, I think about the important women in my life, my
mom, my mother-in-law, my daughter’s and daughter-in-law. It’s hard to realize I now
have to include Kennedy in the list.

I know I’ll cry, maybe even more than her mom, when we help move her to her
dorm room this fall. Although she’ll only be an hour away, I have to realize she’s
grown into a young woman and that our relationship will change. Nevertheless, I hope
she knows there will always be room on my lap.

–Tammy Page writes from her family farm in Indiana.
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Pollinator Garden Care
With these raised bed pollinator gardens, you’ll get the best results when you tuck

plants into well-draining, nutrient-rich soil. Fill beds with Miracle-Gro® Performance
Organics® Raised Bed Mix to give plant roots a good start, then keep plants growing
strong by feeding them with Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant
Nutrition. Fertilizing plants is key to helping them grow bigger and open more flowers
to feed pollinators. Here’s another (big!) bonus: When you grow plants in Miracle-
Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix and feed them with Miracle-Gro®
Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition (following all directions, of  course),
you’ll experience more blooms (vs. unfed) over the growing season. More blooms, of
course, equals more pollinators! And next spring when it’s time to plant again, revive
last year’s raised bed soil with Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ Soil Revitalizer. Over time,
soil structure breaks down and nutrients are depleted. Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ is
specially formulated to help renew water retention, replenish nutrients, and restore
soil structure so your pollinator plants will thrive.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

continued

If  you’re growing veggies or berries (or
both), you definitely want pollinators to
visit your yard. After all, no pollination =
no yummy fruits! One way to attract those
helpful bees, butterflies, hummingbirds,
and other insects is to create a raised bed
pollinator garden. Just follow these simple
garden design rules to create a space both
you and your pollinator pals will love:

· Put tall plants in back, short ones in front.
· Add vertical interest with a taller plant, shrub, or vine on a trellis.
· Repeat colors throughout the bed to create a sense of  unity.
· Choose a selection of  plants that will flower at different times all season long, so
pollinators will have plenty of  food.
Hands down, the easiest way to create a pollinator garden is to purchase our Raised

Butterfly Garden Kit. It’s a cinch to assemble and comes with just about everything
you need to create a flowering herb garden to draw butterflies and other pollinators,
including the raised bed, just the right amount of soil to fill it, plant food, and a
selection of  flowering herbs from Bonnie Plants®. All you need to contribute are sun
and water!

Looking for a additional inspiration? Try one of  the pollinator garden planting plans
below. Each is designed for a different common raised garden bed size; if  yours is
bigger or smaller, simply add or subtract a few plants. Though you may not recognize
all the names right away, rest assured that these plant varieties are all pretty common.
Know, too, that you can simply add a few pollinator plants in with your existing veggie
patch if  you don’t have the space or desire to create a whole separate garden.

One more thing: With any of  the perennial pollinator plants (which means they
come back season after season), let the stems stay in place through the winter to
provide shelter for pollinators. In the spring, cut any remaining stems back to about 2
to 3 inches tall, then clip the stems you removed into small pieces and drop them into
the bed to compost.

Pollinator Garden: Continuous Color
Raised bed size: 4’ x 4’
This is a mix of  perennials plus an annual vine grown on a trellis. Feel free to change

out the vine from year to year. Also consider planting spring flowering bulbs, such as
dwarf  iris, daffodil, and hyacinth, to add even more spring food sources for pollinators.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with Cardinal Climber vine: Place the trellis at the center of  the bed,
then plant vine seeds at the base of  the trellis.
· 2 goldenrod: Place on opposite sides of  the trellis.
· 2 white coneflower: Place one each in the front and back of  the trellis.
· 4 allium: Place one clump in each corner of  the bed.
· 2 creeping phlox: Place one at the center of  each of  the sides of  the bed, near the
edge so it can drape over.
Pollinator Garden: Native Plant Garden

· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
· 2 aster: Place one each at the center of  the front and back edges of  the garden.
· Raised bed size: 3’ x 6"
When given a choice, pollinators in North America tend to gravitate to plants that

are native to North America. This raised bed garden delivers by serving a buffet of
natives pollinators won’t be able to resist. Until perennials mature, you may have empty
spaces in the bed, which can be filled temporarily with annuals such as zinnia, verbena,
or ageratum.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 3 lanceleaf  coreopsis: Plant along the front edge, 1 in each corner and 1 in the
middle.
· 2 butterfly weed: Plant between and slightly behind the coreopsis.
· 2 switchgrass: Plant along the back side, about 15 inches in from each corner.
· 1 Joe-Pye weed: Plant in the center of  the back of  the bed.
· 2 bee balm: Plant on either end of  the bed, between the coreopsis and switchgrass.
· 3 anise hyssop: Use these plants to fill the empty space in the center of  the bed by
planting them in a triangle.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
Pollinator Garden: Just for Butterflies
Raised bed size: 4’ x 8’
This garden features a blend of  annuals, perennials, and herbs that mature butterflies
adore. Those marked with * are there to feed butterfly caterpillars.
Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with passionflower vine*: Position the trellis in the center of  the
bed and plant vine seeds around the base.
· 1 swamp milkweed*: Plant off  the rear right corner of  the trellis.
· 1 butterfly bush: Plant in the back left corner, roughly 18 inches into the bed on a
diagonal line from the corner.
· 2 tithonia: Plant 1 in the back right corner, about 1 foot in from the corner. Plant
the other behind the left corner of  the trellis.
· Parsley*: Plant from seed along the front edges, covering 2 feet on each end plus 1
foot in the center. Also, consider growing parsley along back bed edges.
· 1 caryopteris: Plant this on the right side between the parsley and tithonia.
· 2 verbena: Plant along the front edge between parsley clumps.
· 2 common yarrow (orange or red): Plant behind verbena along front edge.
· 2 dill*: Plant behind the yarrow and on either side of  the trellis.
· 2 coneflower: Plant behind the parsley on each end of  the front side of  the garden.
· 3 zinnias: Plant in a triangle in front of  the trellis and behind the parsley.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition

More pollination  more fruits and eggies
Create a aised Bed Pollinator Garden

Drying Food Prolongs Your
Garden's Bounty

Depending on the size of  your garden,
from midsummer on you may find it
produces more vegetables than you can
possibly consume. Giving fresh produce
to friends and neighbors is a great way
to help solve that problem. But if  you
want to taste the fruits of  your summer
labors well into the winter, drying helps
remind you of  the season you had while
stretching your food dollars. Dried vegetables are delicious in soups and stews, while
dried herbs flavor meals for months after they're processed. Here are a few easy ways
you can get started drying your food.

Preparing Your Food for Drying
Pick your produce at peak ripeness to capture the height of  its flavor. Vegetables

should be blanched before drying. Sometimes you have to slice fruits or vegetables to
make drying easier. Cut thick items, such as strawberries, carrots, and watermelon into
slices about 1/4 inch thick. Small berries can be dried intact.

Sun-Drying
In southern France, people still lay grapes out on roof  tiles to dry. You can sun-dry

your food using screening or cheesecloth draped over oven racks. Just place your racks
in direct sunlight where there's good air circulation. After 2 or 3 days in the sun, move
your produce to a shady location to complete the drying process. If  rain threatens, use
your oven to complete the job (see below).

Oven-Drying
Your oven is an efficient food-dryer. Spread your produce on racks with at least 3

inches between pieces. For electric ovens, set the temperature at 160 degrees and pop
the door open 1/2 inch. In a gas oven, pop the door open 1/8 inch. Depending on the
moisture content of  your food, expect 4-12 hours of  drying time. Also, be sure to
rotate racks about every hour.

Using a Dehydrator
If  you plant a large garden and enjoy dried food throughout the winter, you might

want to invest in a dehydrator. These sensible machines use very little energy and are
simple to use. You can find them online or in stores.

Storing Your Dried Food
Once your food is dried, store it in screw-top containers. Old peanut-butter jars

work great for this. Keep an eye out for spoilage for a few days. If  some food spoils,
discard it and re-dry the rest. Dried food stored in a cool, dark place can keep for
about a year.

Make Powders
You can easily turn dried vegetables into vegetable powders to flavor soups, stews,

and sauces. Slice thinly then dry onions, garlic, carrots, celery, spinach or bell peppers
sliced thin. Next chop up your slices and pulverize them in a coffee bean grinder or a
high-speed blender. Sift through a sieve and re-grind bigger chunks. Store each separately
or mix them up in a medley of  flavors.

Drying Herbs
Herbs contain little moisture, so the dry easily. Pick them early in the morning when

the oils in the leaves are at their peak. Tie bunches with string and hang them in a cool,
dark spot with good ventilation. Once dry, lay one bunch at a time on a plate and
stroke the leaves off  the stems. Store the leaves in screw-top jars. You can also freeze
your dried herbs if  you wrap them tightly, to minimize their exposure to air.

–Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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Pollinator Garden Care
With these raised bed pollinator gardens, you’ll get the best results when you tuck

plants into well-draining, nutrient-rich soil. Fill beds with Miracle-Gro® Performance
Organics® Raised Bed Mix to give plant roots a good start, then keep plants growing
strong by feeding them with Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant
Nutrition. Fertilizing plants is key to helping them grow bigger and open more flowers
to feed pollinators. Here’s another (big!) bonus: When you grow plants in Miracle-
Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix and feed them with Miracle-Gro®
Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition (following all directions, of  course),
you’ll experience more blooms (vs. unfed) over the growing season. More blooms, of
course, equals more pollinators! And next spring when it’s time to plant again, revive
last year’s raised bed soil with Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ Soil Revitalizer. Over time,
soil structure breaks down and nutrients are depleted. Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ is
specially formulated to help renew water retention, replenish nutrients, and restore
soil structure so your pollinator plants will thrive.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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no yummy fruits! One way to attract those
helpful bees, butterflies, hummingbirds,
and other insects is to create a raised bed
pollinator garden. Just follow these simple
garden design rules to create a space both
you and your pollinator pals will love:

· Put tall plants in back, short ones in front.
· Add vertical interest with a taller plant, shrub, or vine on a trellis.
· Repeat colors throughout the bed to create a sense of  unity.
· Choose a selection of  plants that will flower at different times all season long, so
pollinators will have plenty of  food.
Hands down, the easiest way to create a pollinator garden is to purchase our Raised

Butterfly Garden Kit. It’s a cinch to assemble and comes with just about everything
you need to create a flowering herb garden to draw butterflies and other pollinators,
including the raised bed, just the right amount of soil to fill it, plant food, and a
selection of  flowering herbs from Bonnie Plants®. All you need to contribute are sun
and water!

Looking for a additional inspiration? Try one of  the pollinator garden planting plans
below. Each is designed for a different common raised garden bed size; if  yours is
bigger or smaller, simply add or subtract a few plants. Though you may not recognize
all the names right away, rest assured that these plant varieties are all pretty common.
Know, too, that you can simply add a few pollinator plants in with your existing veggie
patch if  you don’t have the space or desire to create a whole separate garden.

One more thing: With any of  the perennial pollinator plants (which means they
come back season after season), let the stems stay in place through the winter to
provide shelter for pollinators. In the spring, cut any remaining stems back to about 2
to 3 inches tall, then clip the stems you removed into small pieces and drop them into
the bed to compost.

Pollinator Garden: Continuous Color
Raised bed size: 4’ x 4’
This is a mix of  perennials plus an annual vine grown on a trellis. Feel free to change

out the vine from year to year. Also consider planting spring flowering bulbs, such as
dwarf  iris, daffodil, and hyacinth, to add even more spring food sources for pollinators.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with Cardinal Climber vine: Place the trellis at the center of  the bed,
then plant vine seeds at the base of  the trellis.
· 2 goldenrod: Place on opposite sides of  the trellis.
· 2 white coneflower: Place one each in the front and back of  the trellis.
· 4 allium: Place one clump in each corner of  the bed.
· 2 creeping phlox: Place one at the center of  each of  the sides of  the bed, near the
edge so it can drape over.
Pollinator Garden: Native Plant Garden

· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
· 2 aster: Place one each at the center of  the front and back edges of  the garden.
· Raised bed size: 3’ x 6"
When given a choice, pollinators in North America tend to gravitate to plants that

are native to North America. This raised bed garden delivers by serving a buffet of
natives pollinators won’t be able to resist. Until perennials mature, you may have empty
spaces in the bed, which can be filled temporarily with annuals such as zinnia, verbena,
or ageratum.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 3 lanceleaf  coreopsis: Plant along the front edge, 1 in each corner and 1 in the
middle.
· 2 butterfly weed: Plant between and slightly behind the coreopsis.
· 2 switchgrass: Plant along the back side, about 15 inches in from each corner.
· 1 Joe-Pye weed: Plant in the center of  the back of  the bed.
· 2 bee balm: Plant on either end of  the bed, between the coreopsis and switchgrass.
· 3 anise hyssop: Use these plants to fill the empty space in the center of  the bed by
planting them in a triangle.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
Pollinator Garden: Just for Butterflies
Raised bed size: 4’ x 8’
This garden features a blend of  annuals, perennials, and herbs that mature butterflies
adore. Those marked with * are there to feed butterfly caterpillars.
Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with passionflower vine*: Position the trellis in the center of  the
bed and plant vine seeds around the base.
· 1 swamp milkweed*: Plant off  the rear right corner of  the trellis.
· 1 butterfly bush: Plant in the back left corner, roughly 18 inches into the bed on a
diagonal line from the corner.
· 2 tithonia: Plant 1 in the back right corner, about 1 foot in from the corner. Plant
the other behind the left corner of  the trellis.
· Parsley*: Plant from seed along the front edges, covering 2 feet on each end plus 1
foot in the center. Also, consider growing parsley along back bed edges.
· 1 caryopteris: Plant this on the right side between the parsley and tithonia.
· 2 verbena: Plant along the front edge between parsley clumps.
· 2 common yarrow (orange or red): Plant behind verbena along front edge.
· 2 dill*: Plant behind the yarrow and on either side of  the trellis.
· 2 coneflower: Plant behind the parsley on each end of  the front side of  the garden.
· 3 zinnias: Plant in a triangle in front of  the trellis and behind the parsley.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
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remind you of  the season you had while
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dried herbs flavor meals for months after they're processed. Here are a few easy ways
you can get started drying your food.

Preparing Your Food for Drying
Pick your produce at peak ripeness to capture the height of  its flavor. Vegetables

should be blanched before drying. Sometimes you have to slice fruits or vegetables to
make drying easier. Cut thick items, such as strawberries, carrots, and watermelon into
slices about 1/4 inch thick. Small berries can be dried intact.

Sun-Drying
In southern France, people still lay grapes out on roof  tiles to dry. You can sun-dry

your food using screening or cheesecloth draped over oven racks. Just place your racks
in direct sunlight where there's good air circulation. After 2 or 3 days in the sun, move
your produce to a shady location to complete the drying process. If  rain threatens, use
your oven to complete the job (see below).

Oven-Drying
Your oven is an efficient food-dryer. Spread your produce on racks with at least 3

inches between pieces. For electric ovens, set the temperature at 160 degrees and pop
the door open 1/2 inch. In a gas oven, pop the door open 1/8 inch. Depending on the
moisture content of  your food, expect 4-12 hours of  drying time. Also, be sure to
rotate racks about every hour.
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If  you plant a large garden and enjoy dried food throughout the winter, you might

want to invest in a dehydrator. These sensible machines use very little energy and are
simple to use. You can find them online or in stores.

Storing Your Dried Food
Once your food is dried, store it in screw-top containers. Old peanut-butter jars

work great for this. Keep an eye out for spoilage for a few days. If  some food spoils,
discard it and re-dry the rest. Dried food stored in a cool, dark place can keep for
about a year.

Make Powders
You can easily turn dried vegetables into vegetable powders to flavor soups, stews,

and sauces. Slice thinly then dry onions, garlic, carrots, celery, spinach or bell peppers
sliced thin. Next chop up your slices and pulverize them in a coffee bean grinder or a
high-speed blender. Sift through a sieve and re-grind bigger chunks. Store each separately
or mix them up in a medley of  flavors.

Drying Herbs
Herbs contain little moisture, so the dry easily. Pick them early in the morning when

the oils in the leaves are at their peak. Tie bunches with string and hang them in a cool,
dark spot with good ventilation. Once dry, lay one bunch at a time on a plate and
stroke the leaves off  the stems. Store the leaves in screw-top jars. You can also freeze
your dried herbs if  you wrap them tightly, to minimize their exposure to air.

–Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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in direct sunlight where there's good air circulation. After 2 or 3 days in the sun, move
your produce to a shady location to complete the drying process. If  rain threatens, use
your oven to complete the job (see below).

Oven-Drying
Your oven is an efficient food-dryer. Spread your produce on racks with at least 3

inches between pieces. For electric ovens, set the temperature at 160 degrees and pop
the door open 1/2 inch. In a gas oven, pop the door open 1/8 inch. Depending on the
moisture content of  your food, expect 4-12 hours of  drying time. Also, be sure to
rotate racks about every hour.

Using a Dehydrator
If  you plant a large garden and enjoy dried food throughout the winter, you might

want to invest in a dehydrator. These sensible machines use very little energy and are
simple to use. You can find them online or in stores.

Storing Your Dried Food
Once your food is dried, store it in screw-top containers. Old peanut-butter jars

work great for this. Keep an eye out for spoilage for a few days. If  some food spoils,
discard it and re-dry the rest. Dried food stored in a cool, dark place can keep for
about a year.

Make Powders
You can easily turn dried vegetables into vegetable powders to flavor soups, stews,

and sauces. Slice thinly then dry onions, garlic, carrots, celery, spinach or bell peppers
sliced thin. Next chop up your slices and pulverize them in a coffee bean grinder or a
high-speed blender. Sift through a sieve and re-grind bigger chunks. Store each separately
or mix them up in a medley of  flavors.

Drying Herbs
Herbs contain little moisture, so the dry easily. Pick them early in the morning when

the oils in the leaves are at their peak. Tie bunches with string and hang them in a cool,
dark spot with good ventilation. Once dry, lay one bunch at a time on a plate and
stroke the leaves off  the stems. Store the leaves in screw-top jars. You can also freeze
your dried herbs if  you wrap them tightly, to minimize their exposure to air.

–Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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Grapevine Antiques and Crafts Mall
Where Yesterday and Today Come Together

Off ering a variety 
of Anti ques, 
Vintage and 

Primiti ve items 
that take you 

back to yesterday 
as well as 

Collecti bles 
and Locally 

Handcraft ed 
Creati ons of 

Today in 6,000 
Square Feet 
nestled in 

the valley of 
the Pocono 
Mountains!

137 Erin Lane, 
Brodheadsville, PA 18322

570-992-4525 • Open 10 to 5 daily
Storewide Sales on Memorial Day,

Labor Day and 
Columbus Day Weekends

Where Yesterday and Today Come Together

Off ering a variety 

MAY MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND SALE
MAY 27, 28, 29 – 10 to 50% SAVINGS

2351 Burlington Tpke, Towanda, PA • 570-529-7070
(2 miles off route 6 out of Burlington)

 www.suesquiltcreations.com

YOUR NEW FAVORITE QUILT SHOP
Fabric, Batting, Thread, Notions, Patterns, 

Classes and Longarm Services

Carrying Moda, Northcott, Studio E, 
Blank, Benartex, Mettler, Quilter's Select, 

Creative Grid brands & more.  

15% 
OFF
with this ad

Stop by and browse through our collection of...
i i i i

Visit Our Sister Store  
“The Gathering House”

Stop in and explore our barn that is filled to the rafters 
i i i i i

i i i

i i i i
i i

which are handcrafted onsite

i i

PAPAPAPAPA PAPAPAPAPA

Within Sue’s Quilt Creations’ 1500
square feet you will discover about 2,000
bolts of  quilting cottons, notions, kits,
cutting supplies, and a full line of  Mettler
threads. There are classes for basic
quilting, projects, and for every skill level.
The shop also offers longarm quilting
services. What matters most at Sue’s
Quilt Creations is that everyone who
comes in feels welcome, from a novice
to a veteran quilter.

Owner, Sue Shipman, opened the shop
in July, 2022. Sewing has been an important part of
her life since she was a child. Not only did she make
many garments in 4-H and compete at state level, she
also was immersed in the art from watching her mother
sew everything from clothing to curtains. These
influences forged her own creativity and growth in
sewing. Her shop is a dream come true in many ways,
but especially for the opportunity to encourage quilters
of  all ages and abilities.

After years of  quilting, Sue began offering longarm
quilting services. She worked entirely from her home
for two years before her shop came to fruition. Every
project that she finishes is completed with skill, love,
and the hope that the quilt will be enjoyed and treasured
for years to come. She consults closely with each client
to ensure that the finished piece is exactly what they’d
like. Throughout this process, she is further affirmed
in her love of  quilting and sharing that with others.
Depending upon the services involved, the base price
range is 1.5 cents to 2.5 cents per square inch. Call
Sue for more specific information.

Arrangements can also be made to sew with a friend
for a day in the classroom area. Here you can have
some time to work on your quilting projects and be
creatively inspired.

While there isn’t an online store via the website,
Sue uses Facebook for this purpose. The page is
frequently updated with every new addition to the
shop. They also sell some sewing machines through
Hoover’s Bernina in Miffinburg.

Sue’s Quilt Creations is not only a place to buy fabric
and thread or to arrange to finish a quilt; it is especially
a warm and ensconcing environment where a community of  quilters finds inspiration,
creativity, and friendship.

The shop is closed on Sundays and Mondays and is open Tuesday through Fridays,
10 am to 5 pm and on Saturdays, 10 am to 4 pm.

Sue’s Quilt Creations is located at 2531 Burlington Turnpike in Burlington, PA. For
more information, please call 570-529-7070 or explore the website at
www.suesquiltcreations.com. The shop also frequently updates the Facebook page.

Disco er a ric  Classes  Quilting
Ser ices at Sue’s Quilt Creations

by Kerri Habben Bosman

ayette County i er esti al
Presented y oughiogheny arns

Come to the Fayette County
Fiber Festival on Saturday, May
20, 2023 to savor a delightful
and versatile experience.
Between 10 am to 4 pm, you will
enjoy demonstrations and
discover a world of  things made
by hand. From small batch dyed
yarn to carefully crafted tools,
from special project bags and
stitch markers to gentle lotions
and wool washes, there is
something to inspire everyone.
Every vendor at this curated
event is an independent maker
creating their products with
quality, loving care, and hands-
on dedication.

Boss Mare Shearing offers shearing services, fleeces and will share their work. It is a
wonderful way to learn how beautiful fibers are created.  The Loyalhannon Spinners will
provide a fleece to shawl demonstration to further inspire you.

Ex Libris Fibers, Fairy Tale Yarn Co, and Fibernymph Dye Works presents uniquely inspired
and whimsical color creations for your knitting and crocheting.

June Pryce Fiber Arts, Lazy O Ranch, Lippencott Alpacas, Liverpool Yarns, PhiFiber, Ten
Mile Fibers, The Yarn Smith, and Youghioheny Yarns all are bringing their yarn products,
from fleeces to finished fibers with a diversity of  textures, weights, and colors. All yarn
is lovingly prepared in small batches.

Creations by Jay Kay, One Sly Fox, Dusty Tree Soap and Dyeworks, Rocky’s Dream, and Wren
& Rita present special fiber art items, such as project bags, notions, stitch markers,
accessories, lotions, and more.

Yarn Bits and Bobs, LLC is a 14’ mobile yarn boutique. It is a yarn store on wheels and
sells commercial yarns, needles, and notions.

Shawn’s Smokin’ BBQ food truck is on site. There is ample parking.  Admission is
free, but they are collecting non-perishable items to donate to a local food pantry.
Please bring a canned good or HBA item.

Keri Fosbrink of  Youghiogheny Yarns is organizing the fiber festival.  For every
participant, the festival is an affirming way to foster a love of  the fiber arts. Everyone
involved is not only sharing their work, but also their passion and joy. A little of  piece
of  each of  them goes into everything they create. Through the sharing ideas and
cultivating community, the heritage of  fiber craft is kept thriving for the present and
coming generations.  Along the way creative connections and valued friendships emerge.

The Fayette County Fiber Festival is located with easy access from both sides of  US
119 and is one hour from both Pittsburgh and Morgantown, WV. It is in the Morrell
VFC Event Center at 1232 University Drive in Dunbar, PA.

For more detailed information, go to www.fayettecountyfiberfestival.weebly.com or
call Keri at 724-961-3382. The event is also on Facebook.

by Kerri Habben Bosman

Pollinator Garden Care
With these raised bed pollinator gardens, you’ll get the best results when you tuck

plants into well-draining, nutrient-rich soil. Fill beds with Miracle-Gro® Performance
Organics® Raised Bed Mix to give plant roots a good start, then keep plants growing
strong by feeding them with Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant
Nutrition. Fertilizing plants is key to helping them grow bigger and open more flowers
to feed pollinators. Here’s another (big!) bonus: When you grow plants in Miracle-
Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix and feed them with Miracle-Gro®
Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition (following all directions, of  course),
you’ll experience more blooms (vs. unfed) over the growing season. More blooms, of
course, equals more pollinators! And next spring when it’s time to plant again, revive
last year’s raised bed soil with Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ Soil Revitalizer. Over time,
soil structure breaks down and nutrients are depleted. Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ is
specially formulated to help renew water retention, replenish nutrients, and restore
soil structure so your pollinator plants will thrive.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

continued

If  you’re growing veggies or berries (or
both), you definitely want pollinators to
visit your yard. After all, no pollination =
no yummy fruits! One way to attract those
helpful bees, butterflies, hummingbirds,
and other insects is to create a raised bed
pollinator garden. Just follow these simple
garden design rules to create a space both
you and your pollinator pals will love:

· Put tall plants in back, short ones in front.
· Add vertical interest with a taller plant, shrub, or vine on a trellis.
· Repeat colors throughout the bed to create a sense of  unity.
· Choose a selection of  plants that will flower at different times all season long, so
pollinators will have plenty of  food.
Hands down, the easiest way to create a pollinator garden is to purchase our Raised

Butterfly Garden Kit. It’s a cinch to assemble and comes with just about everything
you need to create a flowering herb garden to draw butterflies and other pollinators,
including the raised bed, just the right amount of soil to fill it, plant food, and a
selection of  flowering herbs from Bonnie Plants®. All you need to contribute are sun
and water!

Looking for a additional inspiration? Try one of  the pollinator garden planting plans
below. Each is designed for a different common raised garden bed size; if  yours is
bigger or smaller, simply add or subtract a few plants. Though you may not recognize
all the names right away, rest assured that these plant varieties are all pretty common.
Know, too, that you can simply add a few pollinator plants in with your existing veggie
patch if  you don’t have the space or desire to create a whole separate garden.

One more thing: With any of  the perennial pollinator plants (which means they
come back season after season), let the stems stay in place through the winter to
provide shelter for pollinators. In the spring, cut any remaining stems back to about 2
to 3 inches tall, then clip the stems you removed into small pieces and drop them into
the bed to compost.

Pollinator Garden: Continuous Color
Raised bed size: 4’ x 4’
This is a mix of  perennials plus an annual vine grown on a trellis. Feel free to change

out the vine from year to year. Also consider planting spring flowering bulbs, such as
dwarf  iris, daffodil, and hyacinth, to add even more spring food sources for pollinators.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with Cardinal Climber vine: Place the trellis at the center of  the bed,
then plant vine seeds at the base of  the trellis.
· 2 goldenrod: Place on opposite sides of  the trellis.
· 2 white coneflower: Place one each in the front and back of  the trellis.
· 4 allium: Place one clump in each corner of  the bed.
· 2 creeping phlox: Place one at the center of  each of  the sides of  the bed, near the
edge so it can drape over.
Pollinator Garden: Native Plant Garden

· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
· 2 aster: Place one each at the center of  the front and back edges of  the garden.
· Raised bed size: 3’ x 6"
When given a choice, pollinators in North America tend to gravitate to plants that

are native to North America. This raised bed garden delivers by serving a buffet of
natives pollinators won’t be able to resist. Until perennials mature, you may have empty
spaces in the bed, which can be filled temporarily with annuals such as zinnia, verbena,
or ageratum.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 3 lanceleaf  coreopsis: Plant along the front edge, 1 in each corner and 1 in the
middle.
· 2 butterfly weed: Plant between and slightly behind the coreopsis.
· 2 switchgrass: Plant along the back side, about 15 inches in from each corner.
· 1 Joe-Pye weed: Plant in the center of  the back of  the bed.
· 2 bee balm: Plant on either end of  the bed, between the coreopsis and switchgrass.
· 3 anise hyssop: Use these plants to fill the empty space in the center of  the bed by
planting them in a triangle.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
Pollinator Garden: Just for Butterflies
Raised bed size: 4’ x 8’
This garden features a blend of  annuals, perennials, and herbs that mature butterflies
adore. Those marked with * are there to feed butterfly caterpillars.
Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with passionflower vine*: Position the trellis in the center of  the
bed and plant vine seeds around the base.
· 1 swamp milkweed*: Plant off  the rear right corner of  the trellis.
· 1 butterfly bush: Plant in the back left corner, roughly 18 inches into the bed on a
diagonal line from the corner.
· 2 tithonia: Plant 1 in the back right corner, about 1 foot in from the corner. Plant
the other behind the left corner of  the trellis.
· Parsley*: Plant from seed along the front edges, covering 2 feet on each end plus 1
foot in the center. Also, consider growing parsley along back bed edges.
· 1 caryopteris: Plant this on the right side between the parsley and tithonia.
· 2 verbena: Plant along the front edge between parsley clumps.
· 2 common yarrow (orange or red): Plant behind verbena along front edge.
· 2 dill*: Plant behind the yarrow and on either side of  the trellis.
· 2 coneflower: Plant behind the parsley on each end of  the front side of  the garden.
· 3 zinnias: Plant in a triangle in front of  the trellis and behind the parsley.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition

More pollination  more fruits and eggies
Create a aised Bed Pollinator Garden

Drying Food Prolongs Your
Garden's Bounty

Depending on the size of  your garden,
from midsummer on you may find it
produces more vegetables than you can
possibly consume. Giving fresh produce
to friends and neighbors is a great way
to help solve that problem. But if  you
want to taste the fruits of  your summer
labors well into the winter, drying helps
remind you of  the season you had while
stretching your food dollars. Dried vegetables are delicious in soups and stews, while
dried herbs flavor meals for months after they're processed. Here are a few easy ways
you can get started drying your food.

Preparing Your Food for Drying
Pick your produce at peak ripeness to capture the height of  its flavor. Vegetables

should be blanched before drying. Sometimes you have to slice fruits or vegetables to
make drying easier. Cut thick items, such as strawberries, carrots, and watermelon into
slices about 1/4 inch thick. Small berries can be dried intact.

Sun-Drying
In southern France, people still lay grapes out on roof  tiles to dry. You can sun-dry

your food using screening or cheesecloth draped over oven racks. Just place your racks
in direct sunlight where there's good air circulation. After 2 or 3 days in the sun, move
your produce to a shady location to complete the drying process. If  rain threatens, use
your oven to complete the job (see below).

Oven-Drying
Your oven is an efficient food-dryer. Spread your produce on racks with at least 3

inches between pieces. For electric ovens, set the temperature at 160 degrees and pop
the door open 1/2 inch. In a gas oven, pop the door open 1/8 inch. Depending on the
moisture content of  your food, expect 4-12 hours of  drying time. Also, be sure to
rotate racks about every hour.

Using a Dehydrator
If  you plant a large garden and enjoy dried food throughout the winter, you might

want to invest in a dehydrator. These sensible machines use very little energy and are
simple to use. You can find them online or in stores.

Storing Your Dried Food
Once your food is dried, store it in screw-top containers. Old peanut-butter jars

work great for this. Keep an eye out for spoilage for a few days. If  some food spoils,
discard it and re-dry the rest. Dried food stored in a cool, dark place can keep for
about a year.

Make Powders
You can easily turn dried vegetables into vegetable powders to flavor soups, stews,

and sauces. Slice thinly then dry onions, garlic, carrots, celery, spinach or bell peppers
sliced thin. Next chop up your slices and pulverize them in a coffee bean grinder or a
high-speed blender. Sift through a sieve and re-grind bigger chunks. Store each separately
or mix them up in a medley of  flavors.

Drying Herbs
Herbs contain little moisture, so the dry easily. Pick them early in the morning when

the oils in the leaves are at their peak. Tie bunches with string and hang them in a cool,
dark spot with good ventilation. Once dry, lay one bunch at a time on a plate and
stroke the leaves off  the stems. Store the leaves in screw-top jars. You can also freeze
your dried herbs if  you wrap them tightly, to minimize their exposure to air.

–Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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Milford Valley Quilters’ Guild presents...

Quilt Show
Saturday & Sunday June 24 & 25 – 10AM to 4 PM

Delaware Valley High School, Route 6 and 209, Milford, PA 18337
Over 200 Quilts • Quilts for Sale • Vendors • Silent Auction 

Boutique • Door Prizes • Lectures by Barbara Blanton
Award Winning King Size Quilt Raffl  e – Appraised Value $3,200

Website:
https://www.MilfordValleyQuiltersGuild.org

The Nature of Quilting

(continued from previous page)

Pollinator Garden Care
With these raised bed pollinator gardens, you’ll get the best results when you tuck

plants into well-draining, nutrient-rich soil. Fill beds with Miracle-Gro® Performance
Organics® Raised Bed Mix to give plant roots a good start, then keep plants growing
strong by feeding them with Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant
Nutrition. Fertilizing plants is key to helping them grow bigger and open more flowers
to feed pollinators. Here’s another (big!) bonus: When you grow plants in Miracle-
Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix and feed them with Miracle-Gro®
Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition (following all directions, of  course),
you’ll experience more blooms (vs. unfed) over the growing season. More blooms, of
course, equals more pollinators! And next spring when it’s time to plant again, revive
last year’s raised bed soil with Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ Soil Revitalizer. Over time,
soil structure breaks down and nutrients are depleted. Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ is
specially formulated to help renew water retention, replenish nutrients, and restore
soil structure so your pollinator plants will thrive.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

continued

If  you’re growing veggies or berries (or
both), you definitely want pollinators to
visit your yard. After all, no pollination =
no yummy fruits! One way to attract those
helpful bees, butterflies, hummingbirds,
and other insects is to create a raised bed
pollinator garden. Just follow these simple
garden design rules to create a space both
you and your pollinator pals will love:

· Put tall plants in back, short ones in front.
· Add vertical interest with a taller plant, shrub, or vine on a trellis.
· Repeat colors throughout the bed to create a sense of  unity.
· Choose a selection of  plants that will flower at different times all season long, so
pollinators will have plenty of  food.
Hands down, the easiest way to create a pollinator garden is to purchase our Raised

Butterfly Garden Kit. It’s a cinch to assemble and comes with just about everything
you need to create a flowering herb garden to draw butterflies and other pollinators,
including the raised bed, just the right amount of soil to fill it, plant food, and a
selection of  flowering herbs from Bonnie Plants®. All you need to contribute are sun
and water!

Looking for a additional inspiration? Try one of  the pollinator garden planting plans
below. Each is designed for a different common raised garden bed size; if  yours is
bigger or smaller, simply add or subtract a few plants. Though you may not recognize
all the names right away, rest assured that these plant varieties are all pretty common.
Know, too, that you can simply add a few pollinator plants in with your existing veggie
patch if  you don’t have the space or desire to create a whole separate garden.

One more thing: With any of  the perennial pollinator plants (which means they
come back season after season), let the stems stay in place through the winter to
provide shelter for pollinators. In the spring, cut any remaining stems back to about 2
to 3 inches tall, then clip the stems you removed into small pieces and drop them into
the bed to compost.

Pollinator Garden: Continuous Color
Raised bed size: 4’ x 4’
This is a mix of  perennials plus an annual vine grown on a trellis. Feel free to change

out the vine from year to year. Also consider planting spring flowering bulbs, such as
dwarf  iris, daffodil, and hyacinth, to add even more spring food sources for pollinators.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with Cardinal Climber vine: Place the trellis at the center of  the bed,
then plant vine seeds at the base of  the trellis.
· 2 goldenrod: Place on opposite sides of  the trellis.
· 2 white coneflower: Place one each in the front and back of  the trellis.
· 4 allium: Place one clump in each corner of  the bed.
· 2 creeping phlox: Place one at the center of  each of  the sides of  the bed, near the
edge so it can drape over.
Pollinator Garden: Native Plant Garden

· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
· 2 aster: Place one each at the center of  the front and back edges of  the garden.
· Raised bed size: 3’ x 6"
When given a choice, pollinators in North America tend to gravitate to plants that

are native to North America. This raised bed garden delivers by serving a buffet of
natives pollinators won’t be able to resist. Until perennials mature, you may have empty
spaces in the bed, which can be filled temporarily with annuals such as zinnia, verbena,
or ageratum.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 3 lanceleaf  coreopsis: Plant along the front edge, 1 in each corner and 1 in the
middle.
· 2 butterfly weed: Plant between and slightly behind the coreopsis.
· 2 switchgrass: Plant along the back side, about 15 inches in from each corner.
· 1 Joe-Pye weed: Plant in the center of  the back of  the bed.
· 2 bee balm: Plant on either end of  the bed, between the coreopsis and switchgrass.
· 3 anise hyssop: Use these plants to fill the empty space in the center of  the bed by
planting them in a triangle.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
Pollinator Garden: Just for Butterflies
Raised bed size: 4’ x 8’
This garden features a blend of  annuals, perennials, and herbs that mature butterflies
adore. Those marked with * are there to feed butterfly caterpillars.
Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with passionflower vine*: Position the trellis in the center of  the
bed and plant vine seeds around the base.
· 1 swamp milkweed*: Plant off  the rear right corner of  the trellis.
· 1 butterfly bush: Plant in the back left corner, roughly 18 inches into the bed on a
diagonal line from the corner.
· 2 tithonia: Plant 1 in the back right corner, about 1 foot in from the corner. Plant
the other behind the left corner of  the trellis.
· Parsley*: Plant from seed along the front edges, covering 2 feet on each end plus 1
foot in the center. Also, consider growing parsley along back bed edges.
· 1 caryopteris: Plant this on the right side between the parsley and tithonia.
· 2 verbena: Plant along the front edge between parsley clumps.
· 2 common yarrow (orange or red): Plant behind verbena along front edge.
· 2 dill*: Plant behind the yarrow and on either side of  the trellis.
· 2 coneflower: Plant behind the parsley on each end of  the front side of  the garden.
· 3 zinnias: Plant in a triangle in front of  the trellis and behind the parsley.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition

More pollination  more fruits and eggies
Create a aised Bed Pollinator Garden

Drying Food Prolongs Your
Garden's Bounty

Depending on the size of  your garden,
from midsummer on you may find it
produces more vegetables than you can
possibly consume. Giving fresh produce
to friends and neighbors is a great way
to help solve that problem. But if  you
want to taste the fruits of  your summer
labors well into the winter, drying helps
remind you of  the season you had while
stretching your food dollars. Dried vegetables are delicious in soups and stews, while
dried herbs flavor meals for months after they're processed. Here are a few easy ways
you can get started drying your food.

Preparing Your Food for Drying
Pick your produce at peak ripeness to capture the height of  its flavor. Vegetables

should be blanched before drying. Sometimes you have to slice fruits or vegetables to
make drying easier. Cut thick items, such as strawberries, carrots, and watermelon into
slices about 1/4 inch thick. Small berries can be dried intact.

Sun-Drying
In southern France, people still lay grapes out on roof  tiles to dry. You can sun-dry

your food using screening or cheesecloth draped over oven racks. Just place your racks
in direct sunlight where there's good air circulation. After 2 or 3 days in the sun, move
your produce to a shady location to complete the drying process. If  rain threatens, use
your oven to complete the job (see below).

Oven-Drying
Your oven is an efficient food-dryer. Spread your produce on racks with at least 3

inches between pieces. For electric ovens, set the temperature at 160 degrees and pop
the door open 1/2 inch. In a gas oven, pop the door open 1/8 inch. Depending on the
moisture content of  your food, expect 4-12 hours of  drying time. Also, be sure to
rotate racks about every hour.

Using a Dehydrator
If  you plant a large garden and enjoy dried food throughout the winter, you might

want to invest in a dehydrator. These sensible machines use very little energy and are
simple to use. You can find them online or in stores.

Storing Your Dried Food
Once your food is dried, store it in screw-top containers. Old peanut-butter jars

work great for this. Keep an eye out for spoilage for a few days. If  some food spoils,
discard it and re-dry the rest. Dried food stored in a cool, dark place can keep for
about a year.

Make Powders
You can easily turn dried vegetables into vegetable powders to flavor soups, stews,

and sauces. Slice thinly then dry onions, garlic, carrots, celery, spinach or bell peppers
sliced thin. Next chop up your slices and pulverize them in a coffee bean grinder or a
high-speed blender. Sift through a sieve and re-grind bigger chunks. Store each separately
or mix them up in a medley of  flavors.

Drying Herbs
Herbs contain little moisture, so the dry easily. Pick them early in the morning when

the oils in the leaves are at their peak. Tie bunches with string and hang them in a cool,
dark spot with good ventilation. Once dry, lay one bunch at a time on a plate and
stroke the leaves off  the stems. Store the leaves in screw-top jars. You can also freeze
your dried herbs if  you wrap them tightly, to minimize their exposure to air.

–Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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Pollinator Garden Care
With these raised bed pollinator gardens, you’ll get the best results when you tuck

plants into well-draining, nutrient-rich soil. Fill beds with Miracle-Gro® Performance
Organics® Raised Bed Mix to give plant roots a good start, then keep plants growing
strong by feeding them with Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant
Nutrition. Fertilizing plants is key to helping them grow bigger and open more flowers
to feed pollinators. Here’s another (big!) bonus: When you grow plants in Miracle-
Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix and feed them with Miracle-Gro®
Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition (following all directions, of  course),
you’ll experience more blooms (vs. unfed) over the growing season. More blooms, of
course, equals more pollinators! And next spring when it’s time to plant again, revive
last year’s raised bed soil with Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ Soil Revitalizer. Over time,
soil structure breaks down and nutrients are depleted. Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ is
specially formulated to help renew water retention, replenish nutrients, and restore
soil structure so your pollinator plants will thrive.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

continued

If  you’re growing veggies or berries (or
both), you definitely want pollinators to
visit your yard. After all, no pollination =
no yummy fruits! One way to attract those
helpful bees, butterflies, hummingbirds,
and other insects is to create a raised bed
pollinator garden. Just follow these simple
garden design rules to create a space both
you and your pollinator pals will love:

· Put tall plants in back, short ones in front.
· Add vertical interest with a taller plant, shrub, or vine on a trellis.
· Repeat colors throughout the bed to create a sense of  unity.
· Choose a selection of  plants that will flower at different times all season long, so
pollinators will have plenty of  food.
Hands down, the easiest way to create a pollinator garden is to purchase our Raised

Butterfly Garden Kit. It’s a cinch to assemble and comes with just about everything
you need to create a flowering herb garden to draw butterflies and other pollinators,
including the raised bed, just the right amount of soil to fill it, plant food, and a
selection of  flowering herbs from Bonnie Plants®. All you need to contribute are sun
and water!

Looking for a additional inspiration? Try one of  the pollinator garden planting plans
below. Each is designed for a different common raised garden bed size; if  yours is
bigger or smaller, simply add or subtract a few plants. Though you may not recognize
all the names right away, rest assured that these plant varieties are all pretty common.
Know, too, that you can simply add a few pollinator plants in with your existing veggie
patch if  you don’t have the space or desire to create a whole separate garden.

One more thing: With any of  the perennial pollinator plants (which means they
come back season after season), let the stems stay in place through the winter to
provide shelter for pollinators. In the spring, cut any remaining stems back to about 2
to 3 inches tall, then clip the stems you removed into small pieces and drop them into
the bed to compost.

Pollinator Garden: Continuous Color
Raised bed size: 4’ x 4’
This is a mix of  perennials plus an annual vine grown on a trellis. Feel free to change

out the vine from year to year. Also consider planting spring flowering bulbs, such as
dwarf  iris, daffodil, and hyacinth, to add even more spring food sources for pollinators.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with Cardinal Climber vine: Place the trellis at the center of  the bed,
then plant vine seeds at the base of  the trellis.
· 2 goldenrod: Place on opposite sides of  the trellis.
· 2 white coneflower: Place one each in the front and back of  the trellis.
· 4 allium: Place one clump in each corner of  the bed.
· 2 creeping phlox: Place one at the center of  each of  the sides of  the bed, near the
edge so it can drape over.
Pollinator Garden: Native Plant Garden

· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
· 2 aster: Place one each at the center of  the front and back edges of  the garden.
· Raised bed size: 3’ x 6"
When given a choice, pollinators in North America tend to gravitate to plants that

are native to North America. This raised bed garden delivers by serving a buffet of
natives pollinators won’t be able to resist. Until perennials mature, you may have empty
spaces in the bed, which can be filled temporarily with annuals such as zinnia, verbena,
or ageratum.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 3 lanceleaf  coreopsis: Plant along the front edge, 1 in each corner and 1 in the
middle.
· 2 butterfly weed: Plant between and slightly behind the coreopsis.
· 2 switchgrass: Plant along the back side, about 15 inches in from each corner.
· 1 Joe-Pye weed: Plant in the center of  the back of  the bed.
· 2 bee balm: Plant on either end of  the bed, between the coreopsis and switchgrass.
· 3 anise hyssop: Use these plants to fill the empty space in the center of  the bed by
planting them in a triangle.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
Pollinator Garden: Just for Butterflies
Raised bed size: 4’ x 8’
This garden features a blend of  annuals, perennials, and herbs that mature butterflies
adore. Those marked with * are there to feed butterfly caterpillars.
Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with passionflower vine*: Position the trellis in the center of  the
bed and plant vine seeds around the base.
· 1 swamp milkweed*: Plant off  the rear right corner of  the trellis.
· 1 butterfly bush: Plant in the back left corner, roughly 18 inches into the bed on a
diagonal line from the corner.
· 2 tithonia: Plant 1 in the back right corner, about 1 foot in from the corner. Plant
the other behind the left corner of  the trellis.
· Parsley*: Plant from seed along the front edges, covering 2 feet on each end plus 1
foot in the center. Also, consider growing parsley along back bed edges.
· 1 caryopteris: Plant this on the right side between the parsley and tithonia.
· 2 verbena: Plant along the front edge between parsley clumps.
· 2 common yarrow (orange or red): Plant behind verbena along front edge.
· 2 dill*: Plant behind the yarrow and on either side of  the trellis.
· 2 coneflower: Plant behind the parsley on each end of  the front side of  the garden.
· 3 zinnias: Plant in a triangle in front of  the trellis and behind the parsley.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition

More pollination  more fruits and eggies
Create a aised Bed Pollinator Garden

Drying Food Prolongs Your
Garden's Bounty

Depending on the size of  your garden,
from midsummer on you may find it
produces more vegetables than you can
possibly consume. Giving fresh produce
to friends and neighbors is a great way
to help solve that problem. But if  you
want to taste the fruits of  your summer
labors well into the winter, drying helps
remind you of  the season you had while
stretching your food dollars. Dried vegetables are delicious in soups and stews, while
dried herbs flavor meals for months after they're processed. Here are a few easy ways
you can get started drying your food.

Preparing Your Food for Drying
Pick your produce at peak ripeness to capture the height of  its flavor. Vegetables

should be blanched before drying. Sometimes you have to slice fruits or vegetables to
make drying easier. Cut thick items, such as strawberries, carrots, and watermelon into
slices about 1/4 inch thick. Small berries can be dried intact.

Sun-Drying
In southern France, people still lay grapes out on roof  tiles to dry. You can sun-dry

your food using screening or cheesecloth draped over oven racks. Just place your racks
in direct sunlight where there's good air circulation. After 2 or 3 days in the sun, move
your produce to a shady location to complete the drying process. If  rain threatens, use
your oven to complete the job (see below).

Oven-Drying
Your oven is an efficient food-dryer. Spread your produce on racks with at least 3

inches between pieces. For electric ovens, set the temperature at 160 degrees and pop
the door open 1/2 inch. In a gas oven, pop the door open 1/8 inch. Depending on the
moisture content of  your food, expect 4-12 hours of  drying time. Also, be sure to
rotate racks about every hour.

Using a Dehydrator
If  you plant a large garden and enjoy dried food throughout the winter, you might

want to invest in a dehydrator. These sensible machines use very little energy and are
simple to use. You can find them online or in stores.

Storing Your Dried Food
Once your food is dried, store it in screw-top containers. Old peanut-butter jars

work great for this. Keep an eye out for spoilage for a few days. If  some food spoils,
discard it and re-dry the rest. Dried food stored in a cool, dark place can keep for
about a year.

Make Powders
You can easily turn dried vegetables into vegetable powders to flavor soups, stews,

and sauces. Slice thinly then dry onions, garlic, carrots, celery, spinach or bell peppers
sliced thin. Next chop up your slices and pulverize them in a coffee bean grinder or a
high-speed blender. Sift through a sieve and re-grind bigger chunks. Store each separately
or mix them up in a medley of  flavors.

Drying Herbs
Herbs contain little moisture, so the dry easily. Pick them early in the morning when

the oils in the leaves are at their peak. Tie bunches with string and hang them in a cool,
dark spot with good ventilation. Once dry, lay one bunch at a time on a plate and
stroke the leaves off  the stems. Store the leaves in screw-top jars. You can also freeze
your dried herbs if  you wrap them tightly, to minimize their exposure to air.

–Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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to 3 inches tall, then clip the stems you removed into small pieces and drop them into

This is a mix of  perennials plus an annual vine grown on a trellis. Feel free to change

Pollinator Garden Care
With these raised bed pollinator gardens, you’ll get the best results when you tuck

plants into well-draining, nutrient-rich soil. Fill beds with Miracle-Gro® Performance
Organics® Raised Bed Mix to give plant roots a good start, then keep plants growing
strong by feeding them with Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant
Nutrition. Fertilizing plants is key to helping them grow bigger and open more flowers
to feed pollinators. Here’s another (big!) bonus: When you grow plants in Miracle-
Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix and feed them with Miracle-Gro®
Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition (following all directions, of  course),
you’ll experience more blooms (vs. unfed) over the growing season. More blooms, of
course, equals more pollinators! And next spring when it’s time to plant again, revive
last year’s raised bed soil with Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ Soil Revitalizer. Over time,
soil structure breaks down and nutrients are depleted. Miracle-Gro® Refresh™ is
specially formulated to help renew water retention, replenish nutrients, and restore
soil structure so your pollinator plants will thrive.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

continued

If  you’re growing veggies or berries (or
both), you definitely want pollinators to
visit your yard. After all, no pollination =
no yummy fruits! One way to attract those
helpful bees, butterflies, hummingbirds,
and other insects is to create a raised bed
pollinator garden. Just follow these simple
garden design rules to create a space both
you and your pollinator pals will love:

· Put tall plants in back, short ones in front.
· Add vertical interest with a taller plant, shrub, or vine on a trellis.
· Repeat colors throughout the bed to create a sense of  unity.
· Choose a selection of  plants that will flower at different times all season long, so
pollinators will have plenty of  food.
Hands down, the easiest way to create a pollinator garden is to purchase our Raised

Butterfly Garden Kit. It’s a cinch to assemble and comes with just about everything
you need to create a flowering herb garden to draw butterflies and other pollinators,
including the raised bed, just the right amount of soil to fill it, plant food, and a
selection of  flowering herbs from Bonnie Plants®. All you need to contribute are sun
and water!

Looking for a additional inspiration? Try one of  the pollinator garden planting plans
below. Each is designed for a different common raised garden bed size; if  yours is
bigger or smaller, simply add or subtract a few plants. Though you may not recognize
all the names right away, rest assured that these plant varieties are all pretty common.
Know, too, that you can simply add a few pollinator plants in with your existing veggie
patch if  you don’t have the space or desire to create a whole separate garden.

One more thing: With any of  the perennial pollinator plants (which means they
come back season after season), let the stems stay in place through the winter to
provide shelter for pollinators. In the spring, cut any remaining stems back to about 2
to 3 inches tall, then clip the stems you removed into small pieces and drop them into
the bed to compost.

Pollinator Garden: Continuous Color
Raised bed size: 4’ x 4’
This is a mix of  perennials plus an annual vine grown on a trellis. Feel free to change

out the vine from year to year. Also consider planting spring flowering bulbs, such as
dwarf  iris, daffodil, and hyacinth, to add even more spring food sources for pollinators.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with Cardinal Climber vine: Place the trellis at the center of  the bed,
then plant vine seeds at the base of  the trellis.
· 2 goldenrod: Place on opposite sides of  the trellis.
· 2 white coneflower: Place one each in the front and back of  the trellis.
· 4 allium: Place one clump in each corner of  the bed.
· 2 creeping phlox: Place one at the center of  each of  the sides of  the bed, near the
edge so it can drape over.
Pollinator Garden: Native Plant Garden

· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
· 2 aster: Place one each at the center of  the front and back edges of  the garden.
· Raised bed size: 3’ x 6"
When given a choice, pollinators in North America tend to gravitate to plants that

are native to North America. This raised bed garden delivers by serving a buffet of
natives pollinators won’t be able to resist. Until perennials mature, you may have empty
spaces in the bed, which can be filled temporarily with annuals such as zinnia, verbena,
or ageratum.

Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 3 lanceleaf  coreopsis: Plant along the front edge, 1 in each corner and 1 in the
middle.
· 2 butterfly weed: Plant between and slightly behind the coreopsis.
· 2 switchgrass: Plant along the back side, about 15 inches in from each corner.
· 1 Joe-Pye weed: Plant in the center of  the back of  the bed.
· 2 bee balm: Plant on either end of  the bed, between the coreopsis and switchgrass.
· 3 anise hyssop: Use these plants to fill the empty space in the center of  the bed by
planting them in a triangle.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition
Pollinator Garden: Just for Butterflies
Raised bed size: 4’ x 8’
This garden features a blend of  annuals, perennials, and herbs that mature butterflies
adore. Those marked with * are there to feed butterfly caterpillars.
Plants & Supplies Needed:
· 1 teepee trellis with passionflower vine*: Position the trellis in the center of  the
bed and plant vine seeds around the base.
· 1 swamp milkweed*: Plant off  the rear right corner of  the trellis.
· 1 butterfly bush: Plant in the back left corner, roughly 18 inches into the bed on a
diagonal line from the corner.
· 2 tithonia: Plant 1 in the back right corner, about 1 foot in from the corner. Plant
the other behind the left corner of  the trellis.
· Parsley*: Plant from seed along the front edges, covering 2 feet on each end plus 1
foot in the center. Also, consider growing parsley along back bed edges.
· 1 caryopteris: Plant this on the right side between the parsley and tithonia.
· 2 verbena: Plant along the front edge between parsley clumps.
· 2 common yarrow (orange or red): Plant behind verbena along front edge.
· 2 dill*: Plant behind the yarrow and on either side of  the trellis.
· 2 coneflower: Plant behind the parsley on each end of  the front side of  the garden.
· 3 zinnias: Plant in a triangle in front of  the trellis and behind the parsley.
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Raised Bed Mix
· Miracle-Gro® Performance Organics® Blooms Plant Nutrition

More pollination  more fruits and eggies
Create a aised Bed Pollinator Garden

Drying Food Prolongs Your
Garden's Bounty

Depending on the size of  your garden,
from midsummer on you may find it
produces more vegetables than you can
possibly consume. Giving fresh produce
to friends and neighbors is a great way
to help solve that problem. But if  you
want to taste the fruits of  your summer
labors well into the winter, drying helps
remind you of  the season you had while
stretching your food dollars. Dried vegetables are delicious in soups and stews, while
dried herbs flavor meals for months after they're processed. Here are a few easy ways
you can get started drying your food.

Preparing Your Food for Drying
Pick your produce at peak ripeness to capture the height of  its flavor. Vegetables

should be blanched before drying. Sometimes you have to slice fruits or vegetables to
make drying easier. Cut thick items, such as strawberries, carrots, and watermelon into
slices about 1/4 inch thick. Small berries can be dried intact.

Sun-Drying
In southern France, people still lay grapes out on roof  tiles to dry. You can sun-dry

your food using screening or cheesecloth draped over oven racks. Just place your racks
in direct sunlight where there's good air circulation. After 2 or 3 days in the sun, move
your produce to a shady location to complete the drying process. If  rain threatens, use
your oven to complete the job (see below).

Oven-Drying
Your oven is an efficient food-dryer. Spread your produce on racks with at least 3

inches between pieces. For electric ovens, set the temperature at 160 degrees and pop
the door open 1/2 inch. In a gas oven, pop the door open 1/8 inch. Depending on the
moisture content of  your food, expect 4-12 hours of  drying time. Also, be sure to
rotate racks about every hour.

Using a Dehydrator
If  you plant a large garden and enjoy dried food throughout the winter, you might

want to invest in a dehydrator. These sensible machines use very little energy and are
simple to use. You can find them online or in stores.

Storing Your Dried Food
Once your food is dried, store it in screw-top containers. Old peanut-butter jars

work great for this. Keep an eye out for spoilage for a few days. If  some food spoils,
discard it and re-dry the rest. Dried food stored in a cool, dark place can keep for
about a year.

Make Powders
You can easily turn dried vegetables into vegetable powders to flavor soups, stews,

and sauces. Slice thinly then dry onions, garlic, carrots, celery, spinach or bell peppers
sliced thin. Next chop up your slices and pulverize them in a coffee bean grinder or a
high-speed blender. Sift through a sieve and re-grind bigger chunks. Store each separately
or mix them up in a medley of  flavors.

Drying Herbs
Herbs contain little moisture, so the dry easily. Pick them early in the morning when

the oils in the leaves are at their peak. Tie bunches with string and hang them in a cool,
dark spot with good ventilation. Once dry, lay one bunch at a time on a plate and
stroke the leaves off  the stems. Store the leaves in screw-top jars. You can also freeze
your dried herbs if  you wrap them tightly, to minimize their exposure to air.

–Article provided by www.miraclegro.com
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www.sewwhatde.com
4311 Kirkwood Highway,Wilmington,DE19808

302.3 . 0  • contact sewwhatde.co
Mon-Thur 11-7; Fri & Sat 11-5 • Online is always available.

Home of tax 
free shopping.

NEIGHBORING STATE ADVERTISERS

Patchwork Angels 
Quilt Shop

307 West Main St
Endicott, NY 13760 

(607) 748-0682
www.PatchworkAngels.com 

Bring in this Coupon
for 25% Off

One Full Priced Item
(Including Machines at full MSRP)

Expires 6-30-23

Shopping
Mon-Fri: 11am-4pm 

Sat: 10am-4pm
Sun: Closed

Additional shopping hours
by appointment, if required. 

call (607)748-0682

Authorized Janome Dealer

Wishing everyone a glorious Spring!

3160QDC-G
A full-featured machine made with a quilter's needs in mind, the A full-featured machine made with a quilter's needs in mind, the 
3160QDC-G will deliver all the benefits of a top-of-the-line model, 
and at an affordable price. You'll find 60 stitches including 6 
one-step buttonholes. Janome's Exclusive Superior Plus Feed 
System offers specialized box feeding on top of Janome's SFS 
system, ensuring even, stable feeding with any fabric. And the 
time-saving features including memorized needle up/down, 
built-in needle threader, and lock stitch button make sewing 
easy. The Grapevine color featured on these machines is both 
trendy and timeless. Best of all, this full-size machine weighs only 
12 pounds, so it is easy to take to classes and guild meetings!

4120QDC-G
With sturdy construction and stable feeding, style follows With sturdy construction and stable feeding, style follows 
substance in the well-equipped and intuitively designed Janome 
4120QDC-G. 120 stitches, twin-needle functionality, and 
programable stitch pattern combination are just a few of the 
cutting-edge features of this special machine. The Janome 
4120QDC-G has the power, precision, and convenience you need 
to realize your creative potential. The Grape-vine color featured 
on these machines is both trendy and timeless.on these machines is both trendy and timeless.

Fabrics for quilting & garments 
Wool felt • Craft felt• Full line of notions & zippers

3500+ Bolts of Fabric
Enjoy our sewing classes for garment, quilting, bags & more!

Janome Sales & Service 
Rodney Village Shopping Center

1716 S. Governors Ave. • Dover, DE 19904  • 302-674-9030
Our friendly staff will gladly help you with any questions.

Hours: Tues – Sat 
10am–6pm

Delaware Sewing Centers, Inc.
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Lots of  Patriotic Items!
 Welcome Signs, Framed Art, Placemats,

Wreaths & Other Florals, Potpourri,
Candles - large selection, Birdhouses,

Signs, Lanterns, Curtains
 and MORE!

Patriotic Open House
Saturday, May 27th

10am to 5pm
Refreshments & Door Prizes

Special Drawing: $50.
Heart Felt Designs

Gift Certificate

PHONE: (856) 299-2133 for more information
Facebook: www.facebook.com/HeartFeltDesignsCountryShop

rs:  ues Sat ,  losed Sun  Mon
24 So. Railroad Ave., Pedricktown, NJ

Minutes from Comm. Barry & Del. Memorial Bridges

Calvary United Methodist Church —403 S. Main Street —Mt. Airy, MD 21771 

For more information:  www.fourcountyquilters.org
Admission—$10          Children under 3 - Free        Parking - Free 

2023 Quilt Show 
Four County Quilters Guild 

“Jubilation!”

August 4:  10:00-5:00                           August 5:  10:00-5:00

 FREE
SHIPPING
on orders of 

$100 or more
from our 
website!

Visit us in our store or on our website!

705 Interchange Blvd, Newark, DE 19711  302-533-5215
wwwbluehenquiltshop.com  Visit us on Facebook!

Bernina! Janome! Handi Quilter!
Full Service for all 3!

Fabric! Patterns! Kits! Notions! Thread! 
Precuts! Quilting Services! Sewing Club!

In Tax-Free Delaware!

SALES - SERVICE

Blue Hen
Quilt Shop

In-Person

Classes!

You’re Invited to our Animal Party Block Hop!
A free block pattern each month May through August!*Licensed

 University
of Delaware

 fabric!

OFFICIAL RETAILER

SALES - SERVICE

Visit us in our store or on our website!

Quilt Shop
We haveGift Cards!

Get on our Newsletter Email List and stay up to date!
Just go to our Website to sign up!

You’re Invited to our Animal Party Block Hop!

* in store only with purchase

A WEED is but an UNLOVED FLOWER. 
Ella Wheeler Wilcox
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CHAMBERSBURG - YORK

Sassy on!Get your...

Kristina | Owner/Operator

www.sassypantsquiltshop.com

439 Ramsey Avenue 
Suite G

Chambersburg, PA 17201
717-261-1085

Tues - Sat 10am to 6pm
haslundkristina81@yahoo.com

We now have fat quarters, 
half-yard, and one-yard cuts! 

True pricing. 
Awesome customer service. 

I’m looking forward to 
meeting you and helping 

make your quilt outstanding.

www.SnydersSewingCenter.com

Snyder’s 
Sewing Center

717.755.5833

Snyder’s Snyder’s 
Sewing CenterSewing Center
1550 Kenneth Road • York, PA 17408

• CLASSES • FABRIC • NOTIONS
• MACHINE SALES & SERVICE • FEET ACCESSORIES 

Snyder’s 
Sewing Center

It doesn't take an acre of  land to make a glorious
garden. In fact, any space will do. A small patio is
an ideal spot for a container garden. So is a porch
or balcony. You just need a little planning and
imagination.

Personalize Your Container Garden
One of  the best parts about container gardens

is that the containers themselves become part of  the landscape. So you can really
personalize your space with unique shapes, colors, and sizes before you even put any
plants in. From wine crates to old boots, get creative and let the containers reflect your
style, your region or your sense of  humor. For a more symmetrical look, use a variety
of  shapes and sizes of  containers, and be sure to contrast your plants for color and
interest.

What to Plant In Your Containers
First you need to consider what look you want. Are you interested in something

vibrant, dramatic or soothing? Succulents, perennials and annuals all work well. Even
vegetables are a good choice. Keep in mind that you want to choose plants that thrive
in like soil, watering and light conditions to have a successful, easy to care for container
garden.

Switching the Looks Around
You will no doubt want to enjoy your container garden all year long. So, when the

seasons change, you can too. Simply shift around some containers, add or subtract
different plants (use daffodils and tulips in the spring and mums in the fall), and
suddenly everything looks brand new for a fresh, colorful look. If  you choose to get a
little bold, you can try a few hanging containers, put flower boxes on your railings,
even plug in a tabletop fountain. Your imagination is the only limit to how you can
transform your small space with a container garden.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

Decorate the smallest of spaces with containers
Container Gardening for Small Spaces

One spring day years ago, I trotted home from
school to tell my mother that my friend, Betty
Lou, would not be available on the weekend. She
had announced to our play group that her mother
was beginning spring cleaning. She made it sound
like a national holiday. It would be massive work,
she said. In addition to the customary washing,
dusting, and vacuuming, her mother insisted on
ironing all the family bedding. Huh?

All of  us friends gasped at this revelation.
Looking around, it was clear that no one else
was ironing sheets and pillowcases. Wasn’t it enough to fold them properly? No. As
Betty Lou explained the intricacies of  ironing a fitted sheet, we gaped at each other.
Clearly, we were all in the same boat (or bed), sleeping on wrinkled sheets that could
never match the crispness of  bedding ironed by Betty Lou and her mother.

Our group dispersed with businesslike speed to inform our mothers of  this flaw in
their housekeeping. True, we kids had mandated chores but never attached a name to
them. They just translated to “allowance”. We did our chores and earned enough
money to go to the local Dairy Queen and buy a “Dilly Bar” or – if  we performed an
extra task – we could splurge and gorge ourselves on a sundae with two toppings –
three if  the owner was feeling generous.

Thoughts of  a sundae topped with hot fudge, marshmallow and caramel sauces still
makes my mouth water. Sadly, I have reached the age of  reason, waistline woes, and
dismal doctor lectures to keep me in line – most of  the time. But I digress.

My mother listened to my news. She then stated in the tone that she reserved for
Rules, Pronouncements, and Orders that she only purchased 100% cotton percale
sheets and they did not wrinkle. Also, that we didn’t wait until spring to thoroughly
clean the house. We cleaned all the time.

That part was certainly true. My sisters and I were kept busy cleaning our two-story
house year ‘round. In fact, vivid memory of  falling down the length of  the staircase
along with the broom is the single reason my husband and I purchased a one-story
house.

However, the truth was that my mother did make spring cleaning an event. My job
was always cleaning the linen closet. This meant ensuring that the sheets were stacked
by pattern, color and type: top sheets, bottom sheets, pillows, blankets. Folded sides
were to be ‘out’ so they looked like spines of  a book with a “title” facing the closet
door. Edges were to be hidden from view. Ditto for the towel cupboard. Guest sheets
and towels in a separate area.

I still follow this pattern today. Sometimes I think that it may be my heavenly destiny
to manage the linen closets while the other angels are out eating sundaes – with five
toppings (whipped cream and walnuts!)

Despite the drudgery to make everything clean and tidy, spring cleaning holds
cherished memories: Cheerfulness and satisfaction in jobs completed. Bonding by
working together. Helping each other with the lifting or carrying. Eating lunch together
and ticking off  the last tasks for the day. Laughing at lost things found. Agreeing on
things to be given away. Feeling pride that our house was in order. Hearing our dad
compliment us on a job well done. Realizing that – somehow – in spring cleaning, we
were safe, secure, blessed, and fortunate to have a home filled with love.

No, the sheets never got ironed. But loving hands smoothed them. And I still buy
only 100% cotton percale. Mom would be proud.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

by Barbara KalkisSpring Cleaning

We often wait to give gifts on special
days, such as birthdays, Christmas,
Hanukkah, and/or anniversaries. But
who doesn’t like to receive a little treat
“just because”? It can be just because
someone is a good friend, or just because
we want to let a loved one know how much he or she means to us.

The gift doesn’t have to be large or expensive – as the saying goes, it’s the thought
that counts. So, if  your sister likes candles, buy her one at the little gift store in town
and she’ll think of  you every time she lights it. If  your best friend loves chocolate, pick
up a special bar or box the next time you spot a chocolate shop. When she indulges,
she’ll think about what a great friend she has. How about a nice tin of  tea for your
mom? Again, the gift can be small, but extremely meaningful. Best of  all, the recipients
will know that you’re thinking about them and listening when they talk about the
things that bring them joy.

If  you’re not sure what to buy for one of  your favorite people, ask a salesperson for
help. Small local stores are treasure troves of  great advice when it comes to buying the
perfect something. If  your uncle likes fishing, they may be able to steer you to a box of
cookies shaped like fish, or a sign that declares, “I’d rather be fishing.”

Many of  our local mom and pop shops are hidden gems full of  the most unique and
special items. Even if  you don’t need to buy something at the moment, it’s fun to walk
around, chat with the owners and get ideas. One day, when in need of  a gift, something
they have might be the perfect thing. Or, someone else may mention needing a particular
present, and you can send them to the right place.

Gifting can be all about love and appreciation. It doesn’t have to be congratulatory
or obligatory, and it’s more fun to choose items at will. Next time you see a scarf  that
Aunt Betty might like, pick it up and give it to her right away. There’s no bad time to
receive a present.

-Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles for various publications across the
country. You can contact her at suebaldani@yahoo.com or through her website at

www.mywritingwall.com.

Gifting All ear Long     by Sue Baldani

A red bellied woodpecker persistently punctuated our pastoral peace with its
percussive ear-piercing pecking. Then I learned the truth: my husband was broadcasting
recorded tapping from speakers on our side deck to scare away the varieties of
woodpeckers ruining our trees!

Whether we like it all or not, sound is all around us. But hearing and listening are
not the same. Just as when we look, we don’t always see; when we listen, we do not
always hear. Hearing is involuntary, but true listening involves paying attention and
considering the words.

Post Covid, we have the opportunity and necessity to reconnect, refresh our
conversational skills and renew our friendships. The term “Listen Up!” came from
the military, a slang term meaning to listen carefully. But now moms and coaches find
it effective to encourage people to pay close attention. We too can UP our listening
skills.

University Professor Dr. Heather Holleman teaches these important skills in her
book The Six Conversations: Pathways to Connecting in an Age of  Isolation and
Incivility.

It’s a short read that needs to remain a handy reference. Holleman describes FOUR
MINDSETS in conversation. We can apply these ideas immediately. At our next coffee
shop date, we can be curious, believe the best in our guest, express concern, and
mirror back by sharing something related to the topic.

Can you imagine if  over your coffee conversation, you felt encouraged, knew more
about yourself  and your friend, and left marveling about something your friend pointed
out? Arriving at these THREE FRESH GOALS involves good questions. Dr.
Holleman points out SIX TYPES: Social, Emotional, Physical, Cognitive, Volitional,
and Spiritual.

If  your friend at the coffee shop is struggling to make a decision, Dr. Holleman
illustrates each. Try to match each question to the category above.

• How are you thinking about this decision?
• Is this decision becoming hard on your body?
• Who else can we loop into this conversation for advice?
• Can we pray and ask God for wisdom here?
• What emotions is this decision bringing up for you?
• Was that an easy choice? Or How did you decide to do that?

The end of  the book holds the biggest treasure:
I’m listing ten I enjoyed and can’t wait to try.

• What is one item you might keep forever?
• What is something you consider beautiful?
• What are three things that make you happy?
• What’s the kindest act you’ve ever witnessed?
• What is the first book you remember changing you somehow?
• What job would you be terrible at?
• What’s the story behind the longest you’ve ever gone without sleep?
• What’s something you didn’t want to do but were glad you did?
• What feels like “home” to you?
• What did you bring for show and tell as a child?

Now here’s two tougher questions of  my own: Can you remember the last time you
had a conversation where you felt truly fulfilled? Or can you remember a dialogue in
which you helped someone through your listening and questioning?

Listen Up! Let’s all try to have that type of  conversation today.

--C 2023 Ann Stewart -- Excerpts taken from The Six Conversations: Pathways to Connect-
ing in an Age of  Isolation and Incivility by Heather Holleman, October 2022

Ann’s Lo in’ we by Ann Stewart

Listen P

Wit  Wisdom     by  Roxanne J. Ferguson

I love gardening.   There is nothing
more fulfilling than putting a seed into
the ground and watching it sprout and
grow.  Maybe it is the witnessing of  the
miracle of  life that excites me.  Whether
it is the nurturing of  an indoor plant or
hoeing a row of  vegetables, the feeling
is the same.

I think my fascination with growing
things comes from my grandparents on both sides of  the family.  My paternal
grandmother gardened and had a porch full of  houseplants.  In her outdoor garden I
remember the garlic, the beautiful columbine, and clematis.  My maternal grandmother
had nice African violets and a big indoor fern. Outside were peonies, dahlias, gladiolas,
and a garden full of  vegetables.

My interest in gardening started early.  There is a picture of  me as a three or four
year old digging potatoes with my maternal grandparents, Grandma with a scarf  on
her head, Grandpa with a hoe in his hands.

When my husband and I were first married, we started gardening with my
grandparents.  I suppose we thought we were helping them, but they helped us, teaching
us how to plant, tend, and harvest the right way, at the right time.  We bought our first
tiller, moved up on the farm, and have been gardening ever since.

As our children came along, they joined in on the gardening, learning to love the
land as we did and how to live off  what we grew.  My first born daughter called her
great grandparents Grandma and Grandpa Hoe, a name that came from the activity
we did the most with them, gardening.  My middle daughter loved to eat onions at an
early age.  She also would eagerly remove Japanese beetles from berry bushes, a penny
for each bug!  I cherish a picture of  my grandfather with my youngest child.  It shows
her toddling through the raspberry bushes, with a berry bucket in her hands (and
probably a purple berry-stained face!)

As they got older, my daughters always knew there would be three rows of  green
beans in the garden, one row for each of  them to pick.  Then we would sit, under the
big shady red maple tree and snip beans, along with great grandma and great grandpa,
for as long as they were able.

Now, I garden with my grandchildren.  They love to plant seeds and cover them
with dirt.  Sometimes seeds are put where I might not have planned, but that’s alright!
They will bloom where they are planted!

This spring, we planted corn together, along with several other things.  As I showed
them how to place onions in a row two by two, my grandson asked, “Why do you plant
them this way?”

I answered, “That’s how my grandma taught me.”  That is the best and only reason
I could come up with.  Just like knowing that I should put 5 or 6 seeds to a hill of  corn.

For the same reason I put a row of  zinnias at the end of  the garden.  I can still hear
my grandfather tease, “You can’t eat flowers”!

We would sprinkle radish seeds in with the carrots.  Radishes always come up quicker
than carrots, so they help mark the row and can be pulled early.  Grandpa would
always say to plant a dozen tomato plants.  “If  they do well, that’s enough.  If  they do
poorly, that’s enough.”

Grandma would always put in Black – seeded Simpson leaf  lettuce.  We planted
green beans, but a row of  yellow wax beans, because Grandpa said they were easier to
see and pick.  We would plant red potatoes and white potatoes; we planted the pumpkins
with the corn, and grew dill with the cucumbers.  So many traditions.  I have kept
some of  the old ways, but have added some of  my own preferences, but I continue to
garden.  Best of  all, I delight in watching my adult daughters enjoying flower and
vegetable gardening at their own homes. I guess I love gardening because I love to
help things grow.  That includes children and grandchildren.  Fresh air, clean dirt,
green plants, good conversation, lessons of  life, working together, making memories.
Gardening is a family tradition.

-For information on books by the authors of  this column, please contact them at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com

Garden raditions
Wit  Wisdom

    by Roxanne J. Ferguson

I’m not sure what I like best about spring…..the
chirping of  birds in the morning, the chorus of
“peepers” in the evening, the bursting forth of  bright
green leaves from budded trees, or the parade of
springtime flowers as they each take their turn to smile
at the sun.   They are all refreshing to the soul.

I guess I am most captivated and amazed at the
persistence of  springtime flowers, so fragile, yet so
strong.   Little white snowdrops brave the last days of
winter by poking their heads through the remaining
covering of  snow.   Following their example, purple, pink, and yellow crocuses dot the
newly uncovered flowerbeds and lawn.   Soon after, bright daffodils with trumpet-like
blossoms play a fanfare of  yellow, announcing that spring is really here.   Graceful
tulips appear in an array of  colors, along with fragrant hyacinths, giving their blessing
on a new season. If  only each variety would come and stay, but they come at their
appointed time, grace us with their presence and beauty, and then step back for the
next flower to have its turn to shine.

On a walk through the fields and woods, I was greeted by violets of  different shades
of  purple, pink, and white.   A shy yellow bell-shaped blossom of  the trout lily tried to
hide but its spotted leaves gave it away.   Deep red trilliums with their ballerina skirts
danced among the woodland trees. Even the wetlands were alive with the bright yellow
blossoms of  marsh marigolds, also known as cowslips.

Another spring flower that I enjoy and that appears in abundance is the dandelion.
I love to see the lawn carpeted in yellow.   Unfortunately, my husband does not love
them as I do and mows them off  without a bit of  regret.   Lucky for me, they are
persistent and reappear soon!

I think what impresses me about spring flowers is that they come up every year,
often in less than ideal weather.   They poke their heads through snow, soil, around
rocks, rain or shine.   And when they have worked through all this, they stretch their
leaves, open their blossoms and display a beautiful flower for the world to enjoy.   They
fulfill their purpose.

In life, we too have seasons.   Sometimes it is hard to push through difficult times,
but we know we have to.   We stretch; we grow.   We have both rain and sun in our lives.
If  we persevere, we blossom.   We become the person God created us to be.   Hopefully
we bring beauty into the world, touch lives, make a difference, and make the world a
better place.

“See how the lilies of  the field grow.   They do not labor or spin.   Yet I tell you that
not even Solomon in all his splendor was dressed like one of  these…If  that is how
God clothes the grass of  the field…will he not much more clothe you of  little faith?”
(Matthew 6:28-30)

-For information on books by the authors of  this column, please contact them at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com

he Beauty of Blooming

(continues on next page)
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Wit  Wisdom     by  Roxanne J. Ferguson

I love gardening.   There is nothing
more fulfilling than putting a seed into
the ground and watching it sprout and
grow.  Maybe it is the witnessing of  the
miracle of  life that excites me.  Whether
it is the nurturing of  an indoor plant or
hoeing a row of  vegetables, the feeling
is the same.

I think my fascination with growing
things comes from my grandparents on both sides of  the family.  My paternal
grandmother gardened and had a porch full of  houseplants.  In her outdoor garden I
remember the garlic, the beautiful columbine, and clematis.  My maternal grandmother
had nice African violets and a big indoor fern. Outside were peonies, dahlias, gladiolas,
and a garden full of  vegetables.

My interest in gardening started early.  There is a picture of  me as a three or four
year old digging potatoes with my maternal grandparents, Grandma with a scarf  on
her head, Grandpa with a hoe in his hands.

When my husband and I were first married, we started gardening with my
grandparents.  I suppose we thought we were helping them, but they helped us, teaching
us how to plant, tend, and harvest the right way, at the right time.  We bought our first
tiller, moved up on the farm, and have been gardening ever since.

As our children came along, they joined in on the gardening, learning to love the
land as we did and how to live off  what we grew.  My first born daughter called her
great grandparents Grandma and Grandpa Hoe, a name that came from the activity
we did the most with them, gardening.  My middle daughter loved to eat onions at an
early age.  She also would eagerly remove Japanese beetles from berry bushes, a penny
for each bug!  I cherish a picture of  my grandfather with my youngest child.  It shows
her toddling through the raspberry bushes, with a berry bucket in her hands (and
probably a purple berry-stained face!)

As they got older, my daughters always knew there would be three rows of  green
beans in the garden, one row for each of  them to pick.  Then we would sit, under the
big shady red maple tree and snip beans, along with great grandma and great grandpa,
for as long as they were able.

Now, I garden with my grandchildren.  They love to plant seeds and cover them
with dirt.  Sometimes seeds are put where I might not have planned, but that’s alright!
They will bloom where they are planted!

This spring, we planted corn together, along with several other things.  As I showed
them how to place onions in a row two by two, my grandson asked, “Why do you plant
them this way?”

I answered, “That’s how my grandma taught me.”  That is the best and only reason
I could come up with.  Just like knowing that I should put 5 or 6 seeds to a hill of  corn.

For the same reason I put a row of  zinnias at the end of  the garden.  I can still hear
my grandfather tease, “You can’t eat flowers”!

We would sprinkle radish seeds in with the carrots.  Radishes always come up quicker
than carrots, so they help mark the row and can be pulled early.  Grandpa would
always say to plant a dozen tomato plants.  “If  they do well, that’s enough.  If  they do
poorly, that’s enough.”

Grandma would always put in Black – seeded Simpson leaf  lettuce.  We planted
green beans, but a row of  yellow wax beans, because Grandpa said they were easier to
see and pick.  We would plant red potatoes and white potatoes; we planted the pumpkins
with the corn, and grew dill with the cucumbers.  So many traditions.  I have kept
some of  the old ways, but have added some of  my own preferences, but I continue to
garden.  Best of  all, I delight in watching my adult daughters enjoying flower and
vegetable gardening at their own homes. I guess I love gardening because I love to
help things grow.  That includes children and grandchildren.  Fresh air, clean dirt,
green plants, good conversation, lessons of  life, working together, making memories.
Gardening is a family tradition.

-For information on books by the authors of  this column, please contact them at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com

Garden raditions
Wit  Wisdom

    by Roxanne J. Ferguson

I’m not sure what I like best about spring…..the
chirping of  birds in the morning, the chorus of
“peepers” in the evening, the bursting forth of  bright
green leaves from budded trees, or the parade of
springtime flowers as they each take their turn to smile
at the sun.   They are all refreshing to the soul.

I guess I am most captivated and amazed at the
persistence of  springtime flowers, so fragile, yet so
strong.   Little white snowdrops brave the last days of
winter by poking their heads through the remaining
covering of  snow.   Following their example, purple, pink, and yellow crocuses dot the
newly uncovered flowerbeds and lawn.   Soon after, bright daffodils with trumpet-like
blossoms play a fanfare of  yellow, announcing that spring is really here.   Graceful
tulips appear in an array of  colors, along with fragrant hyacinths, giving their blessing
on a new season. If  only each variety would come and stay, but they come at their
appointed time, grace us with their presence and beauty, and then step back for the
next flower to have its turn to shine.

On a walk through the fields and woods, I was greeted by violets of  different shades
of  purple, pink, and white.   A shy yellow bell-shaped blossom of  the trout lily tried to
hide but its spotted leaves gave it away.   Deep red trilliums with their ballerina skirts
danced among the woodland trees. Even the wetlands were alive with the bright yellow
blossoms of  marsh marigolds, also known as cowslips.

Another spring flower that I enjoy and that appears in abundance is the dandelion.
I love to see the lawn carpeted in yellow.   Unfortunately, my husband does not love
them as I do and mows them off  without a bit of  regret.   Lucky for me, they are
persistent and reappear soon!

I think what impresses me about spring flowers is that they come up every year,
often in less than ideal weather.   They poke their heads through snow, soil, around
rocks, rain or shine.   And when they have worked through all this, they stretch their
leaves, open their blossoms and display a beautiful flower for the world to enjoy.   They
fulfill their purpose.

In life, we too have seasons.   Sometimes it is hard to push through difficult times,
but we know we have to.   We stretch; we grow.   We have both rain and sun in our lives.
If  we persevere, we blossom.   We become the person God created us to be.   Hopefully
we bring beauty into the world, touch lives, make a difference, and make the world a
better place.

“See how the lilies of  the field grow.   They do not labor or spin.   Yet I tell you that
not even Solomon in all his splendor was dressed like one of  these…If  that is how
God clothes the grass of  the field…will he not much more clothe you of  little faith?”
(Matthew 6:28-30)

-For information on books by the authors of  this column, please contact them at
witandwisdomwriters@gmail.com

he Beauty of Blooming

It doesn't take an acre of  land to make a glorious
garden. In fact, any space will do. A small patio is
an ideal spot for a container garden. So is a porch
or balcony. You just need a little planning and
imagination.

Personalize Your Container Garden
One of  the best parts about container gardens

is that the containers themselves become part of  the landscape. So you can really
personalize your space with unique shapes, colors, and sizes before you even put any
plants in. From wine crates to old boots, get creative and let the containers reflect your
style, your region or your sense of  humor. For a more symmetrical look, use a variety
of  shapes and sizes of  containers, and be sure to contrast your plants for color and
interest.

What to Plant In Your Containers
First you need to consider what look you want. Are you interested in something

vibrant, dramatic or soothing? Succulents, perennials and annuals all work well. Even
vegetables are a good choice. Keep in mind that you want to choose plants that thrive
in like soil, watering and light conditions to have a successful, easy to care for container
garden.

Switching the Looks Around
You will no doubt want to enjoy your container garden all year long. So, when the

seasons change, you can too. Simply shift around some containers, add or subtract
different plants (use daffodils and tulips in the spring and mums in the fall), and
suddenly everything looks brand new for a fresh, colorful look. If  you choose to get a
little bold, you can try a few hanging containers, put flower boxes on your railings,
even plug in a tabletop fountain. Your imagination is the only limit to how you can
transform your small space with a container garden.

-Article provided by www.miraclegro.com

Decorate the smallest of spaces with containers
Container Gardening for Small Spaces

One spring day years ago, I trotted home from
school to tell my mother that my friend, Betty
Lou, would not be available on the weekend. She
had announced to our play group that her mother
was beginning spring cleaning. She made it sound
like a national holiday. It would be massive work,
she said. In addition to the customary washing,
dusting, and vacuuming, her mother insisted on
ironing all the family bedding. Huh?

All of  us friends gasped at this revelation.
Looking around, it was clear that no one else
was ironing sheets and pillowcases. Wasn’t it enough to fold them properly? No. As
Betty Lou explained the intricacies of  ironing a fitted sheet, we gaped at each other.
Clearly, we were all in the same boat (or bed), sleeping on wrinkled sheets that could
never match the crispness of  bedding ironed by Betty Lou and her mother.

Our group dispersed with businesslike speed to inform our mothers of  this flaw in
their housekeeping. True, we kids had mandated chores but never attached a name to
them. They just translated to “allowance”. We did our chores and earned enough
money to go to the local Dairy Queen and buy a “Dilly Bar” or – if  we performed an
extra task – we could splurge and gorge ourselves on a sundae with two toppings –
three if  the owner was feeling generous.

Thoughts of  a sundae topped with hot fudge, marshmallow and caramel sauces still
makes my mouth water. Sadly, I have reached the age of  reason, waistline woes, and
dismal doctor lectures to keep me in line – most of  the time. But I digress.

My mother listened to my news. She then stated in the tone that she reserved for
Rules, Pronouncements, and Orders that she only purchased 100% cotton percale
sheets and they did not wrinkle. Also, that we didn’t wait until spring to thoroughly
clean the house. We cleaned all the time.

That part was certainly true. My sisters and I were kept busy cleaning our two-story
house year ‘round. In fact, vivid memory of  falling down the length of  the staircase
along with the broom is the single reason my husband and I purchased a one-story
house.

However, the truth was that my mother did make spring cleaning an event. My job
was always cleaning the linen closet. This meant ensuring that the sheets were stacked
by pattern, color and type: top sheets, bottom sheets, pillows, blankets. Folded sides
were to be ‘out’ so they looked like spines of  a book with a “title” facing the closet
door. Edges were to be hidden from view. Ditto for the towel cupboard. Guest sheets
and towels in a separate area.

I still follow this pattern today. Sometimes I think that it may be my heavenly destiny
to manage the linen closets while the other angels are out eating sundaes – with five
toppings (whipped cream and walnuts!)

Despite the drudgery to make everything clean and tidy, spring cleaning holds
cherished memories: Cheerfulness and satisfaction in jobs completed. Bonding by
working together. Helping each other with the lifting or carrying. Eating lunch together
and ticking off  the last tasks for the day. Laughing at lost things found. Agreeing on
things to be given away. Feeling pride that our house was in order. Hearing our dad
compliment us on a job well done. Realizing that – somehow – in spring cleaning, we
were safe, secure, blessed, and fortunate to have a home filled with love.

No, the sheets never got ironed. But loving hands smoothed them. And I still buy
only 100% cotton percale. Mom would be proud.

--©Barbara Kalkis. Barbara spends her time writing, teaching, and working as a marketing
consultant. She’s author of  Little Ditties for Every Day: A Collection of  Thoughts in Rhyme

and Rhythm. Contact her at BarbaraKalkis01@gmail.com.

by Barbara KalkisSpring Cleaning

We often wait to give gifts on special
days, such as birthdays, Christmas,
Hanukkah, and/or anniversaries. But
who doesn’t like to receive a little treat
“just because”? It can be just because
someone is a good friend, or just because
we want to let a loved one know how much he or she means to us.

The gift doesn’t have to be large or expensive – as the saying goes, it’s the thought
that counts. So, if  your sister likes candles, buy her one at the little gift store in town
and she’ll think of  you every time she lights it. If  your best friend loves chocolate, pick
up a special bar or box the next time you spot a chocolate shop. When she indulges,
she’ll think about what a great friend she has. How about a nice tin of  tea for your
mom? Again, the gift can be small, but extremely meaningful. Best of  all, the recipients
will know that you’re thinking about them and listening when they talk about the
things that bring them joy.

If  you’re not sure what to buy for one of  your favorite people, ask a salesperson for
help. Small local stores are treasure troves of  great advice when it comes to buying the
perfect something. If  your uncle likes fishing, they may be able to steer you to a box of
cookies shaped like fish, or a sign that declares, “I’d rather be fishing.”

Many of  our local mom and pop shops are hidden gems full of  the most unique and
special items. Even if  you don’t need to buy something at the moment, it’s fun to walk
around, chat with the owners and get ideas. One day, when in need of  a gift, something
they have might be the perfect thing. Or, someone else may mention needing a particular
present, and you can send them to the right place.

Gifting can be all about love and appreciation. It doesn’t have to be congratulatory
or obligatory, and it’s more fun to choose items at will. Next time you see a scarf  that
Aunt Betty might like, pick it up and give it to her right away. There’s no bad time to
receive a present.

-Susan Baldani lives in New Jersey and writes articles for various publications across the
country. You can contact her at suebaldani@yahoo.com or through her website at

www.mywritingwall.com.

Gifting All ear Long     by Sue Baldani

A red bellied woodpecker persistently punctuated our pastoral peace with its
percussive ear-piercing pecking. Then I learned the truth: my husband was broadcasting
recorded tapping from speakers on our side deck to scare away the varieties of
woodpeckers ruining our trees!

Whether we like it all or not, sound is all around us. But hearing and listening are
not the same. Just as when we look, we don’t always see; when we listen, we do not
always hear. Hearing is involuntary, but true listening involves paying attention and
considering the words.

Post Covid, we have the opportunity and necessity to reconnect, refresh our
conversational skills and renew our friendships. The term “Listen Up!” came from
the military, a slang term meaning to listen carefully. But now moms and coaches find
it effective to encourage people to pay close attention. We too can UP our listening
skills.

University Professor Dr. Heather Holleman teaches these important skills in her
book The Six Conversations: Pathways to Connecting in an Age of  Isolation and
Incivility.

It’s a short read that needs to remain a handy reference. Holleman describes FOUR
MINDSETS in conversation. We can apply these ideas immediately. At our next coffee
shop date, we can be curious, believe the best in our guest, express concern, and
mirror back by sharing something related to the topic.

Can you imagine if  over your coffee conversation, you felt encouraged, knew more
about yourself  and your friend, and left marveling about something your friend pointed
out? Arriving at these THREE FRESH GOALS involves good questions. Dr.
Holleman points out SIX TYPES: Social, Emotional, Physical, Cognitive, Volitional,
and Spiritual.

If  your friend at the coffee shop is struggling to make a decision, Dr. Holleman
illustrates each. Try to match each question to the category above.

• How are you thinking about this decision?
• Is this decision becoming hard on your body?
• Who else can we loop into this conversation for advice?
• Can we pray and ask God for wisdom here?
• What emotions is this decision bringing up for you?
• Was that an easy choice? Or How did you decide to do that?

The end of  the book holds the biggest treasure:
I’m listing ten I enjoyed and can’t wait to try.

• What is one item you might keep forever?
• What is something you consider beautiful?
• What are three things that make you happy?
• What’s the kindest act you’ve ever witnessed?
• What is the first book you remember changing you somehow?
• What job would you be terrible at?
• What’s the story behind the longest you’ve ever gone without sleep?
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Now here’s two tougher questions of  my own: Can you remember the last time you
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Listen Up! Let’s all try to have that type of  conversation today.

--C 2023 Ann Stewart -- Excerpts taken from The Six Conversations: Pathways to Connect-
ing in an Age of  Isolation and Incivility by Heather Holleman, October 2022

Ann’s Lo in’ we by Ann Stewart

Listen P
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Too many restaurants and too little
time.

Since Jen and I moved to the St.
Augustine area of  northeast Florida in
2021, one of  our greatest pleasures is to
"try out" the many restaurants in the area.
There's the Fish Camp, The Reef,
Barbara Ann's, The Blue Hen among
many others.

We had moved to a 55-plus
neighborhood that provides many activities for such an active older community....
board games, swimming, walking, bicycling, parties, etc. Mostly, the two of  us partake
in daily walks which, for most such walkers, includes dogs.

Early after moving in, we discovered that the women had organized monthly lunches
at various restaurants in the area. Anxious to meet some of  our new neighbors, we
attended the scheduled lunch that month at The Reef  that sits on the ocean in the
Valano area of  route A1A north of  St. Augustine.

That's where we met Joanne. It was instant "like." Maybe it was because she, too,
was a teacher. At any rate, we planned to continue to get together in the future.

Because Joanne is a substitute teacher here, it took us over a year to decide that we
would meet once a month for dinner at different restaurants.

This month, we met at The Conch House which is located on the water on Anastasia
Island. Another friend, Nancy, had joined us. The restaurant is one of  the island's
older spots to get a meal and is an inside/outside establishment complete with outdoor
tables under Tiki-style-thatched roofs. We decided to eat outside in the warm sunshine
although the month of  March had been somewhat chilly.

After perusing the menu, we made our selections and enjoyed each other's company
while waiting for our meals to be served.

It wasn't long before our waitress appeared with three meals. We figured she would
have to separately bring mine...scallops, mashed potatoes and green beans... because
she could carry only three on her tray. I urged my friends to begin their meals while I
patiently waited several more minutes for mine. The waitress reappeared and explained
that the kitchen was re-doing my plate and that it would be "out" soon.

We couldn't understand the delay and kindly asked for an explanation. She explained
that, initially, while she was carrying all four meals to our table, a gull had swooped
down and had grabbed one of  my scallops that were swimming in a rum sauce,
necessitating the re-do. This was definitely a "first" for us...but, we gathered, not
necessarily for The Conch House.

The waitress further explained that the gulls would occasionally grab shrimp off
plates but she'd never seen the snatch of  a scallop before. It must have been the rum
that enticed that bird to try a scallop instead. But, as we began to eat, we wondered
that, if  a gull could be near enough to a tray of  dinners to snatch a bite, what else could
the bird have done at the crime scene. We looked alarmingly at the three remaining
plates.

–Gayle Cranford writes from her home in new Florida, having recently relocated from
Pennsylvania with her daughter. She enjoys spending time with her daughter, grand daughter and

new friends in Florida.

Memories & Happenings
Dinner at he Conch House by Gayle Cranford

Throughout the month of  March, I participated
in a social media event called #IGQuiltFest. Amy
Ellis Quilter & Designer (@amyscreativeside) on
Instagram hosts this event every March. It is an
opportunity for individuals to share photos and
stories of  some of  their favorite tools, best tip ever,
recent finishes, fabric storage and more! It’s a fun
event, so make sure you check it out on Instagram
and see what other like-minded individuals are
sharing. You might even find a neat way to upcycle
some left-over fabric, or giggle along at some “what
was I thinking” moments.

"Creative Hands” was the topic on day four and
immediately the reference of  wearing many hats came
to mind. If  you are unfamiliar with this phrase it refers
to having many jobs, roles and responsibilities. As
the topic of  the day inspired my social media post, I
took a twist on the common aforementioned phrase.
Many of  us who are involved in crafting trades likely
echo the following perception: that we use our hands
in place of hats in our roles and responsibilities most
often.

Looking into this theme I wanted to take the
opportunity on social media to recognize how creative
hands are so much more. Sometimes we are so
focused on what we want to achieve and how we are
going to do so, that we forget about the little
contributions that our hands bring to those around
us.

Hands that hold. Hands that comfort. Hands that
nurture. Teaching hands, leading hands. Inspiring hands, hands that create, hands that
celebrate. Hands to grow with, learn with and laugh with. Likely, multiple descriptions
of  the above-mentioned hands fit into your life, and perhaps like mine it can be seen
passing down from one generation to the next.

Supportive hands – the evidence of  supporting hands can be seen through many
generations in my lineage. Often my grandma could be found helping and supporting
her students and their parents, teaching arts and crafts and sewing to locals. She was a
loved teacher and member of  her community, often found supporting them by donating
her time, energy and money. Her actions of  supporting passed down to my mom, who
encouraged me to continue the characteristic. Helping out a neighbor, donating to
local food banks, dropping off  food at a friend who is struggling, volunteering with
local organizations, and encouraging others to do the same – support comes in all
forms and at all levels of  community.

Mixed in with supporting is the never-ending process of  learning and we often find
our hands participating with our mind. Recently my mom and I were in the sewing
shop finishing up a lovely spring project. The Tulip Season quilt was almost complete
and only a few long seams remained. Then it was time to celebrate our highly anticipated
project. I grabbed the quilt top with its coordinating 3” border and started sewing.
Coming to the end of  the strip I noticed that I had accumulated a large excess of
fabric – the ends were no longer lined up. I quickly joked at mom saying she must have
cut it incorrectly and she scooted over to check out the problem. The first question
out of  her mouth was “did you pin it”? I looked at her and straight faced replied “I
don’t pin it, I wing it”. After finishing her laughing, she again, re-taught me the
importance of  pinning long seams.

Just simply looking at my work I knew that she was right. I needed to end my
stubbornness to save some time (and seam ripping) by absorbing her lessons. Her tiny,
creative hands reached over and took the quilt to the tabletop. Her fingers swiftly
worked to pin two pieces together. The next four long seams were pinned by my mom
to emphasize the lesson, again. Four perfectly lined up seams resulted through this
teaching and learning with her hands. Few words were exchanged during this lesson,
her hands doing all the teaching. Plus, my previous lessons about the significance of
pinning sped up the process.

As I reflect on the relationship that my parents and I have, I can clearly see the
importance that hands have in our lives. We guide and live so many of  life's moments
through our hands. My hands are filled these days with little hands, looking to guide
them, encourage them and support their creative minds. To be a part of  these moments
is such a blessing. Encouragement and teaching, loving and supporting, joking or
nurturing – I wish to continue building these moments with my family, and I strive to
encourage another generation of  creative, kind, loving hands.

Share some of  your favorite stories of  someone’s hands molding a positive experience.
Send us a message through our email, website, or social media. I’d love to here if  that
experience has been passed to the next generation. See you next edition – chat soon!

-@aspengrovequilting facebook.com/aspengrovequilting www.aspengrovequilting.com
info@aspengrovequilting.com

by Sam Hilhorst
ASP  G V  Q IL I G
Quilting Stories with Sam

• During the 1600s, England celebrated “Mothering Sunday.” Servants would visit
their families and bring cakes to their mothers. This custom was called “going a
mothering.” Each mother received a “simnel” (fine flour) cake. Mothers would then
give a blessing to their children.

• Chinese family names are often formed with a sign that means “mother” as a way
of  honoring their maternal ancestors.

• George Washington has been quoted as saying, “My mother was the most beautiful
woman I ever saw. All I am I owe to my mother. I attribute all my success in life to the
moral, intellectual and physical education I received from her.”

• Native American women have been honored with the name “Life of  the Nation”
for their gift of  motherhood to tribes.

• Eve is credited in the Bible with being the “Mother of  All the Living.”
• Ancient Egyptians believed that “Bast” was the mother of  all cats on earth and

that cats were sacred animals.
• Buddha said, “As a mother, even at the risk of  her own life, loves and protects her

child, so let a man cultivate love without measure toward the whole world.”
• Mother Goose is one of  the most popular of  all authors for children. Her books

and stories have been loved for several generations.
• Some African tribes call themselves “Maharis,” which means “Mother-hoods.”
• Nine years after Mother’s Day was made an official holiday, Anna Jarvis, who had

campaigned so hard to make it possible, filed a lawsuit to try to stop the over-
commercialization of  Mother’s Day. She lost her case. Today, cards, letters, candy, and
dinners out mark Mother’s Day for most families. It had been Anna’s hope that the
day was one of  reflection and quiet prayer by families thanking God for all that mothers
had done.

–Rachel Greco owns Grandma’s Attic, a traditional quilt shop in Dallas, Oregon. A quilt
historian, she gives talks on needlework, the role of  women in American history, and their
connection to fabric. She has written several books and patterns and runs Grandma’s Quilt

Club, a monthly quilt class where participants collection blocks, learn about quilt history and
make new friends. Learn more at http://grandmasatticquilting.co.

Mother’s Day ri ia by Rachel Greco
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